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Even If Integrated,
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White Students Want L R. School Opened

Ind
rc•
ble

not

•

It. lee Answers Blame Adults
Charge of Rebuff r
For 'The Mess'
I Pupils In Defender Survey
From GOP

Seeds Of Hate Reap Violence
0

Lt. George Lee, Republican lead
Cr, has the following to say about
a so-called rebuff meaning given
to the appointment of a white deputy to the staff of Federal MarSW
LITTLE ROCK — A significant'number of white
shal John T. Williams and to a
tiaill
school
High
l
Centra
at
election
seniors
statement about the recent
dents who are to be
on an integre=
if
The statements appeared reeven
ed,
reopen
school
the
want
year
WOW
cently in the daily paper
Lt. Lee said: "The story is vici- basis.
ted
conduc
survey
a
That was revealed last week by
ous—It smacks of every political
sin that has a name. It was eon-.! among 40 students selected at
better off things will he."
ceived in iniquity and born in tin random.
Boy Atkins, of 3004 Ware, who is
Anybody would easily understand This information exposed a weak
to integration conceded:
opposed
that the Republican
massive
ionists
segregat
the
in
link
I
last primary was without opposi I resistance program in this ouiet "I guess if it came down to it,
NeI'd rather go to school with
lion and one vote was required to
(as of Sunday) yet tension-ridden
schools
than have the
elect the whole ticket.
indicated that the longer groes
It
city.
closed."
There is still another point of
the diree white schools—Central,
Larry Taylor, 16, a Baptist
view. The Democratic County OrHall—remained closed
and
Tech
student, said: "If people
ganization permitted us to have
will be the pressure ministen
greater
the
pray about this situaonly
would
only 20 boxes in 20 precincts out
ing
law-abid
among
generated
of creating such a
instead
of 163 precincts, on the decision
tion
in
schools
the
whites to pry open
think the problem
fuss, I
that since we had no contested pri..
big
the
of
law
the
compliance with
mary it would be a waste of the
would be resolved. I want the
taxpayer's money to put boxes in
school to open more than anything
lanhileanwhile reports were mimeall precincts.
else in this world. My education
Cenof
leaders
student
that
This whole diabolical scheme to roos
planning pro- (See 'MESS', Page 2)
were
Hall
and
tral
hold me up as a failure is comtest marches and meetings with
pletely exposed.
to figure out ways 11111011111111111111M1111111111111111111111111111111111111111110101
It certainly did not represent any parents to try
open.
schools
the
getting
of
the
of
on
part
the
political lethergy
hate,"
voters and since we had not con- "We don't want to stir up
high,
tested primary I thought the inter- said one athlete at Hall
fall. ''We
est of Republican voters might which opened only last
atpeople's
just want to draw
(See GOP, Page 2)
tention to the seriousness of the
fact there's no place to go to
school.
Hall high school students plany,
ned a demonstration yesterda
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — The
hut only two football players seeds of race hate planted by
Rule
showed up. They were Jim
Arkansas' Gov. Orval Faubus
and Jim Mitchell, 16, and they have begun to bloom into vio'a
s
reporter
tell
said they came to
lence in the tense atmosphere
the demonstration had been post- of this southern capital city.
Here are three examples of
R udle said they were mainly con- what the Faubus bred -tension
pone
cerned about football playing be- has brought:
ing stopped, but they also want to
Two white boys yesterday
Although recently denied by fed- see school reopened.
Gray. 15. and
eral court, for a restraining order "We have decided at this time ordered Johnny
Mary, 13, who are Neto allow them to enter Memphis that it (a demonstration) would his sister
groes, to get off the sidewalk
State university without further not be a good idea," Rule said.
near Central high school. Johe•
clear
way
the
left
delay, the court
THE QUESTIONS
ny chased the white boys off
a
to
seek
Negro
students
four
them off the sidewalk. After being warned by Johnny, the youths press- for
Names of the students interview- with his fists. The Gray chilFaubus took
Orval
Gov.
Ark.
by
sown
acy
the
on
suprem
against
nary
injuncti
RACE
prelimi
OF
SEED
THE
ed their attack, resulting in this action. The two white hoodlums were Tennessee Board of Education. ed were selected from the Little dren were on their way to the
reaped
a
root in the minds of these two white high school students and
Rock Central Yearbook and the all-Negro Dunbar junior high
"inEpired" to take off down the street after Johnny's fists taught them
Litin
St.
14th
on
15,
Gray,
of
Johnny
The board has ruled that integrahands
the
at
g
beatin
them a Sound
picnal
.
See
additio
schools
Rock
Little
student Jirectory.
the
in
school. The white boys said they
learned
not
had
they
lesson
e
to
Fall,
until
enrout
were
delayed
Mary
be
MSU
at
sister
his
tion
and
g.
Johnny
mornin
tle Rock yesterday
Among the questions asked were: were from West Side junior
story on page 3. (UPI TELEPHOTO)
and
ture
d
ordere
1959.
boys
two
the
when
Central
school
High
about
Junior
Flow do you feel
the segregated Dunbar
high.
Judge Marion S. Boyd indicated
High being closed?
Mrs. I,. C. Bates, president of
the court was not satisfied with,
between
choose
to
had
If you
the NAACP's Arkansas chapter,
the argument that the students had
,
students
Negro
the
with
school
to
received three empty .22 calisuffered irreparable injury or
or having Central closed, what ber cartridges in the mail and a
loss, and the defendants should be
would your choice be?
warning to get out of Arkansas.
notified. A full hearing is expectare some of the nswers:
The typed note said: "You.
ed within ten days. The board of Here
Johns S. Harbour, of 3422 W.
Dasey—this means to get out of
education is to be represented by
Ilth St., said: "If I had to choose
Arkansas on your own or you
the attorney general's office.
with
will be taken. No delay." Mrs.
The counsel for the students in- between going to school
closed,
Bates said she doesn't intend to
cluded local NAACP attorneys H. Negroes or having Central
to school
leave.
T. Lochard, A. W. Willis, jr., and I would prefer going
two
A cross with an effigy of a
R. B. Sugarmon, jr. Lockard ar- with Negroes. I attended
atNegro lashed to it was set ea
gued that the students were noti- classes last year that Negroes
fire Monday night at the en,
fied they could not attend MSU tended and they didn't bother me
trance ti. War Memorial Fork.
only four days before freshman
about five
registration was to begin. /le add- abit
harbour, who may attend Hall Police said it was
ed taat they did nct have time to High this year because his family feet high, with 2 four foot crosselite another college, and stand to, plans to move out of the Central bar and made of lumber.
*as.,
lose a considerable amount of High district said he thought it
Firemen put out the fire beSchooling. He further noted that was all right for grown-ups to ex- fore it consumed the cross and
each of the students had turned press their opinion among them.I effigy.
down scholarships to other schools selves. However, the adults should,
Police took the effigy, made of
After hearing the argument actually leave things alone and old clothes stuffed with rags,
been
not
Judge Boyd: "Notice has
let the students and Gov. Faubus to headquarters. They could not
filed on the attorney general of handle it.
determine who set it on fire.
the state in Nashville . . and
less the l
"The
out:
pointed
He
HILL
JANE
s ANDRA JOHNSON
wonmsnmismassimminfinsinsminlioninise
CAROLYN WARD
LARRY COLLINS
parents have to do with it the
DELORES ANN POINDEXTER
(See COURT, Page 2)
Bluff, Ark., where she is majoring in, business.
Larry Collins, another 14-yearold 10th grader wants to attend
Central high because he plans to
be a civil engineer and courses in
the subject are offered there on
the high school level.
They are not available at the
ambition it is to become either a
By M. L. REID
secretary or a dancer.
Negro Horace Mann High school.
ento
plan
n
childre
The youngster had his first experiLITTLE ROCK — Six more Negro
AVERAGE STUDENT
Little Rock on an in. While at the Negro Dunbar Jun- ence in integrated living during
ter high schools here in the city of
an
if the law of the ior High school she received aver- the summer when he attended
tegrated basis when classes begin, and
queen interracial camp in Dallas, Texas,
elected
was
She
grades.
age
ing
attend
r up to 12
ed by the Ba'hai
' land is obeyed, it will bring the numbe
of Dunbar by popular vote and which was sponsor
with whites.
a cheer leader and as group.
11111Millii11111111111301111IIIM1111111/11111 1115411111111111iii schools
as
served
More than 3,000 white and Negro sheriffette in the school's cafe- PLAYED TRUMPET
At Dunbar, Larry played trump
I senior high school students are teria.
and rebeing denied an education because
classes will et with the school band
ed
integrat
ng
Attendi
stuNegro
it would mean that 11
ceived average grades.
The Vouth Council of the dents would attend Central High be nothing new for Sandra because
If Jane Hill. a 16-year-old junst
MIME BURNETT
NAACP will meet Wednesday. school and one would be enrolled she received part of her pa
MARIITS L. KNEBtAl'411
had placed her name on the
ior,
HARRIET RODDY
Santa
and
the
a
RALPH H. PRATER
g in Monrovi
schoolin
Sept. 24. 6:30 p. in., at
e
h
t
school.
earlier,
High
at Hall
list just a little bit
of Douglass High: Misses liar.
A. C. P. attorney H. T. Lock.
Monica, Calif. when her parents
Mt Olive Cathedral.
denied, are now seeking an
STUDENTS
FOUR
Little Rock Nine might have been
THE
of the new students involved
net Reddy, of Hamilton High:
One
R.
and
,
Jr.,
Colo
in
be.
,
Willis.
W.
ed
Boulder
at
A.
interest
and
ord.
lived there
All persons
injunction against the Tennes
shown, after having their nice
Marvis L. Kneeland of Hatain the educational hassles here while visiting an older married the Little Rock 10. She just naryoung
four
to
The
asked
n.
are
Sugermo
s
B.
member
get
coming
see Board of Education to
for a temporary restraining
rowly missed getting in last year
ton and Sammie Burnett ef
which threatens to become a tall sister.
right) are
to
left
(from
people
intl.
present.
the
to
he
immediate entry
order against delay of integratA B average student, she plans
classic, like the World Series in
Booker T. Washington High.
Ralph H. Prater, graduate
William Rogers. Jr.. is the
Miss Cecile
versity. The students are taring Memphis State university
baseball, is 14-year-old Sandra 'Another sister,
to become either an X-ray tech
A.
ArkN.
at
president and Miss Celia Glad.
re
by
local
ted
a
sophomo
is
.
ing represen
, Johnson, the petite daughter of Mr Johnson
(See LI1TLE ROCK, Page 2
ney, the secretars.
W.A. Johnson, whose ansas A and M college in Pine
nuaultiI11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1 and Mrs.

Put Schooling Above Race

ar

Expect A
Showdown On
MSU Delay

tvo

1

6 More Seek To Enroll
•In Two L. R. School
NAACP Youth Group
Meets On Sept. 24

C.

Seeds of
Hate Breed
School Violence

Green Teas To Benefit
Jessie Mahan Center

Head Of Beauty College
The Mme, C. J. Walker Mfg. noted artists of Paris, France and
Co., has announced the appoint London, England. Her attendance
ment of Mrs. Margaret E. Smith at Annual Beauty Clinics and Conas Principal of the Mme. C. J. ventions has enabled her to keep'
Walker College of Beauty Culture in step with the latest trends and
of Indianapolis, Ind., succeeding techniques and become one of the
atilltia:A. Adkins, district rom- Mrs. Mae F. Simmons, effective truly outstanding
cosmetologists
an!' Or the Golden Circle Life Sept. 2, 1958.
of the city and nation.
'flagrance company here for the
Mrs. Smith has had more than
Mrs. Smith is president of Indipast four years, was promoted re- 20 years of
experience in the field ana Hair Design Institute and is
cently to 4gency Director.
of Cosmetology as a demonstrator, a member of Alpha Chi Pi Omega
He war succeeded by S. A. consultant and instructor, and
for sorority and Bethel AME church.
Owen, jr., formerly manager of many years has been recognized
as
Mrs. Smith feels that her new
the.,St.,,,Louia District for the Union one of the finest operators working
work at the Walker college will
Prciffntive Insurance company.
in a salon in Indianapolis. through give her an opportunity to give
her work in the Walker Beauty Sa• back to the profession through.her
Ion in the Walker Building.
students, some of the advantages
She is a gratluate of the Mme. and benefits of her experience.
C. J. Walker college, and has had
Mrs. Smith joins a distinguished
advanced training in some of the faculty of Beauty Experts who are
outstanding schools of the nation serving the five Mme. C. J.
INTERVIEW — Jack Wade,
and abroad, including the Robert Walker colleges of Beauty Culture
left, personable young father
Fiance Hair Design Institute of in Dallas, Tex.; Washington, D.
of six tells Tri-State Defender
New York City, Clairol Institute C.; Chicago, Ill.; Kansas City, Mo.
reporter Burieigh Hines, jr.,
of Hair Coloring, New York City, and Indianapolis.
and advanced Ilair Design classFall classes are now opening at
es and methods
skin care under the college.

To New Post

his troubles and how he managed to get himself hooked up
on a forgery charge. Wade is
due to be released shortly.

Fourteen "green'' teas will be
given here in Memphis at various
locations on next Sunday, Sept.
21, from 4:00 p.m. until 7:00 p.m.,
for the benefit of thy...Jessie Mahan Nursery center for pre-school
children.
The teas are called "green" because, unlike most teas where silver offerings are expected, green
bills in the denomination of one
and up are expected,
The center for the children is
the dream of the late Miss Jessie
Mahan, a department of welfare
worker who got the idea for young
Negro children after a Negro child,
whose parents were away at work,
perished in a fire which started while she was at home alone,
The dynamo behind the "green"
teas7however is Miss Willa Me-

(Continued From Page One)

Williams who visited civic clubs
throughout the city and got them
to agree to back the teas. Serving
as general chairman of the teas
is Mrs. R. Q. Venson.
The fourteen teas and their chairmen are as follows:
Carver School Mrs. Margaret
Turner.
Dixie Homes, Mrs. Georgia Dancey and Mrs. H. H. Jones the Jessie Mahan center,
Douglass Pre-School Center,
Mrs. Lula Williams.
Manassas-Caldwell Tea, Mrs
Eddie Hayes.
Orange Mound,
Mt. Pisgah
CME church, Mrs. Robbie June
George.
Owen college tea, Mrs. Pearl
Clark.
Southwest Tea, Booker T. Wade.
Walker Homes, 413 Mitchell rd.,
at the home of Mrs. Ruby Spight,
chairman.
Whitehaven, Mrs. Mary
J.
Avant, 3135 E. Whitehaven rd.
Fuller Products, Fuller Products
building, Main and Butler, Mrs.
Yvonne Wallace.
Hyde Park, Mary Wayne PreSchool Center, Mrs. Mary Jones
and Mrs. Hortense Crivens, co-

chairmen,
Klondike. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Morris's residence, 918 Alaska,
Mrs. Emerson Able, chairman.
Binghampton, Mrs, Lydia Rob.
inson.
LeMoyne college, Bruce Hall,
Mrs. Ann Hall and Mrs. Hollis
Price, co-chairmen.
DONATE 8200
Two sororities, the Zeta Phi Beta
and the Alpha Kappa Alpha have
contributed $100 each to the school,
and an anonymous perac.i has
promised to match up to $5,000
every dollar raised for the center.
Radio Station WLOK is donating
all of the tea, coffee, and sugar
for the teas, and frappe for the
benefit is being donated by the Pet
Milk company. Mrs. Mildred Riley
met with all tea chairmen last Fri.
day at the Jessie Mahan center,
and showed them how to prepare
the frappe.
The center was made ready for
the 25 students who entered it last
week by the teachers, Mrs. A. J.
Dancey and
Mrs. H. H. Jones;
Mrs. Peggy Dunham, president of
the Pre-School Association; and
Mrs. Kitty Robbins, a staff works
Cr.

is the most important thing to me
now and "I would gladly go to
Central on an integrated basis."
By BURLEIGH HINES, JR. science to turn himself in after "The majority of students would
had committed the crime. He not have caused any trouble at
If a living testimonial were ask- he
went to the police department vol- all last year, even though a maed against the evils of alcohol,
untarily and gave himself up. lie jority probably prefer segrega'WILLIAM A. ADKINS
Jack Wade, 37, a former school
department store manag- tion."
teacher, soon to be released from said the
charges against BLAMES ADULTS
4.4ge,ncy director, Mr. Adkins
county jail on a forgery sentence er did not press
will be in charge of agents
him but due to the nature of the Wendell Ross, of 4400 W. 29th
would be that example.
throughput the state of Tennessee
crime, the state prosecuted, con- former pastor of Hilltop Baptist
TheThkeable father of six, three fining him for five months. Wade church
and currently governor of
100.011,,work out of the home
boys
girls,
and
his
said
three
about
office in Brownsville, Tenn.
said he has paid all but perhaps Boys State and Student Council
crime
forged
of
$85
a
check
• Mr.'Adkins has spent 18 years
$29 or $30 of the 685 back.
president, said:
The minister, who will give the main address when
against the Greener's Department MODEL PRISONER
In the field of life insurance and
"I want the school to open. The
last
April,
store
that
"I
just
let
has: just' completed a training
Shelby County Sheriff M. A. most important thing to me now will be the principal speaker when the Union Protective
liquor get the hest of me. I wasn't Hinds said that Wade is a model
course lfl life underwriting. lie
is that I graduate from Central. I Assurance company celebrates its twenty-fifth anniversae
bad off, it was something I just prisoner and that everyone in the
'was instrtimental in the establispI would gladly go back to Central ry on Sunday, Sept. 21, at the Avery Chapel AME church.
did on a whim. I had a good job place likes him. Ile said that he
ing of modern offices at 456 Vance
on an integrated basis."
at International llarvester and cer- is courteous and. very intelligent.
Dr. Roy Love, pastor of the Mt. Nebo Baptist church,
and also . in the recruiting and
"A majority of the students,"
tainly didn't nee dthe money."
training of an efficient agency that
Wade wrote a letter, dated Sept. Ross feels, "would favor integra- the insurance firm celebrates its
A contributing factor to Wade's 11, addressed to Sheriff Hinds tion if the parents and other adults silver anniversary here this weekservices the entire city. It was
In celebrating its silver anniverdownfall, he said, was a series of which stated in part: "I use these would leave them alone."
largely through the efforts of Mr.
end, is president of the Baptist nary at the Avery Chapel AME
major operations he under- means to convey to you my . .
four
Adkins that the Golden Circle InPastors'
Alliance;
Griggs,
of
trustee
church,
employees and officers of
went since 1950. "I had dwindled most sincere thanks for the treat- "But things have gone too far /Itamest college and Owen
surance company was widely pubcol-i the company will be returning to
down to nothing. I had dropped ment and consideration that they now even for that (with regard to
licized throughout Shelby county.
the scene where plans were made
from my usual weight of 165 to (Sheriff's staff) have extended students' feelings)."
for its foundinn gyt:sinfilr9s3t3.policy was
just barely 100 pounds and was me . . . my stay has been as "The majority of students at
FITIreT
feeling poorly all the time," he pleasant as circumstances would Central treated the nine Negroes
company's
just like any other students. We
said.
permit."
sold by the late Mrs. Edward R.
didn't stare at them like freaks
Wade emphasized that he wrote
A native Memphian, Wade was
Kirk, wife of Union Protective Asor show them any undue attention.
schooled at St. Anthony's get- the letter of his own accord. It
surance company's treasurer to
(Continued Front Page One)
ting his high school diploma there. was strictly unsolicited, he said. They were just nine other students.
M. W. Bonner. of Memphis at the
Sheriff Hinds said when Wade If the adults had left it up to
He said he taught the fifth and
'clan or a doctor. Her two reatime when agents were using five
themselves,
students
Central
I
bewould
15,
he
Sept.
attendon
sixth
while
released
grades
he was
was
onefor wanting to attend Central
cent composition books to keep
ing the school.
give the man help in attempting lieve that there would have been
re that it is closer and more
their records.
Concerning the forgery Wade t to regain employment at Interna- no trouble."
nurses are offered there.
Now the company which has its
"We oust all know that through
said he was plagued by his con)
tional Harvester.
Hera‘ter, Carolyn Hill, w Is o
home office at 368 Beale et.,
Christianity we are brothers. We
acetid from Horace Mann
lists its assets in excess of one
the right
answers
ADJUDGED INSANE — J. W.
IMIMIIIIIMMIIIMIIIMMOMMIIIIIIIIII1111111111111111M11011111111M11111111111HIMMOMMIIMMIIMMIM1101 can reach
Phil Canale said that he will
'glOpt year, is a freshman this
and a half million dollars; has A
through the spirit of Christ."
Hamilton, 76, who shot and
submit a petition asking that
all elPiLongview City college in
payroll of more than $500,000 a
killed Dr. J. E. Walker, chair.
'LAW OF THE LAND'
the man be sent to the Hosnaaw, Calif., where she is
year; and operates in Missouri, as
man of the board of the Um.
Betty Liffht, of 1813 Schiller, a
pital of the Criminally Insane
tud
to become a teacher.
well
as Tennessee; and has apversal Life Insurance company
at Nashville when his case
devout segregationist, said: ". . .
*TALENTED
proximately
175 persons working
in
his
office
at
480
Linden
ave.,
comes
The
Court
up
law
Supreme
of
is
the
for
trial.
Onseeef the most talented of the
The psyas officers, agents, and clerical
has been declared insane, after
chiatrists
land
said
or
whether
like
the
it
we
that
Defender
Mr.
hand
assured
Hamilreports
First
from
Rock
Little
ewliudents seeking to enter
are
a month's observation and in.
ton did not know right from
not."
entail high is Delores Ann Poin.
readers by a staff of Defender newsmen and photographers. In
Since the company was founded
terrogation at the Gallo"- Psywrong at the time that he killed
Judy Coffman. of 97 Broaddext
un
iwho unsuccessfully atit has paid more than one and thre
developing
events
the
historic
of
chiatric hospital. Atty. Gen.
coverage
Defender
charge
of
Dr. Walker.
moor dr., said: "I don't like it
em
to get in with the other
fourth million dollars to insured
as result of the Supreme Court decision of 1954 endings segregatyo . tern last year. She is al(the school) being closed for any
members and beneficiaries
ed public schools is L. Ilex Wilson, newsman-hero of last year's
moscla straight A student and
reason . . . If the adults had
lege; a treasurer of the MULE The founders of the company
wantt to attend Central for its
left us alone we would not have
Integration disturbances in Little Rock. Working with him are
Convention of Tennessee, vice were H. D. Whalum, Dr. W. 0.
irarwa and speech courses. S h e'
had any trouble. The grown-ups chairman
M. L. Reid .and Howard Pulley photographer. Wilson and Reid
of the BTU board, and Speight, sr., Lewis H. Twiggs, 0.
ivesust eight blocks from the,1
mess
everything.
made
out
of
a
are from the Defender's Memphis office. Pulley was sent from
a leader of the Ministers' depart- T. Westbrook, S. W. Qualls, or,,
tam:, while Horace Mann is two
I would have preferred going to ment of the National Sunday School N.
H. Owens, T. H. Hayes, sr.,
Chicago. In addition, Defender readers are getting reports of pic•
cnilevaway.
Negroes anytime and BTU Congress,
school with
and T. H. Hayes, Jr.
Wi m Massie. jr., who is 141
tures from a large staff of UPI reporters and photographers.
closed."
schools
than having the
and e sophomore in high school
Among those adamantly opposed
(United Press International) rlottesville has turned a
Nang to follow in the footsteps of,
total of
to so-called "mixing in the schools"
Officials
today
pondered
the
1,650 students out of class.
tie father and become a physic-I
were the following:
an. He was an honor student at problem of educating hundreds ofi The only white high school in
Jack Ellis, of 1519 S. Cedar, who
southern public school students,Warren County, V a
unbar Junior last year.
remained
said: "I won't go to school with
Carolyn Ward who became 15's now on an enforced vacation be- closed under the order of Gov. J
Negroes. He stated that he is going
Lindsay Almond.
ew
o, is the first Negce. cause of the integration crisis.
to Hall High this year since "I
tude
The Charlottesville, Va., school, By way of contrast, school intoply for entrance to
was kicked out of Central last
all laggifbool and if admitted, board yesterday filed petitions in grdian began in Florida Monday
year, or rather I walked out,"
he dctes not expect any disturb. the 12. S. Fourth Circuit Court
with
no
hint
of
resistance.
It
was
oil
Feleta Martin, of 602 E. 14th at.,
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Teach- building, but warned them h
cc.
Appeals for a delay in the integra-1 at the college level, however.
who plans to go to work if the ers at four high school here kept could not comment on the school
It is located in an upper in tion of two schools whose opening' George Henry Starke Jr., 27, an
schools remain closed any length
me neigbithrhood.
a lonely vigil Monday as they situation.
has been postponed until next Air Force veteran, began registerof time declared: "I just will not
In the Horace Mann gymnasium
Proximity is of major import- Monday.
Other
spent
what was supposed to have
Charlottesville ing at the University of Florida
school
Negroes."
go to
pith
chairs had been set up for the
nce in her ease. Traveling round schools opened Monday on
a set- law school, becoming the first
Betty Vermillion, of 2509 Taylor the first day of school in vacant first assembly of the year, but
ip to Horace Mann high is a
Neegro to enter
an
all-white
10-i regated basis.
said: "Gov. Faubus is doing the , classrooms.
the 800 students who were exHe journey while Hall is only a I . In Little Rock, M
a total of school in the state. White studenk.,
right thing. Sure„ I want to go j The situation was just about the pected to be on hand, were at
ile-away. Carolyn was a 11 aver- 3,470 pupils have been sent
chatted with him and there was
to school as quickly as I can, but same at all the schools. Teachers home, waiting for the governor
homel
ge student at Dunbar and active" from four high schools,
ordered' no hint of any disturbance.
not to an integrated school."
I chatted with eachers and cafe- to say 'go'.
several school activities. After; closed by Gov. Orval Faubus.
De- 1 Desegregation apparently has
This survey is based on findings teria workers came in and put
inislti
high school she plans to layed opening of a high school. been delayed for another year atog
obtained by staff members of the in time.
IF YOU
1
I
.
I and at elementary school at Char-I MemPh" State university, where
Arkansas Democrat.
At Negro Horace Mann High
CAN
enrollment began yesterday. FedThe reaction of others contacted school, the only students seen on
FIND A
eral ,fudge Marion S. Boyd denied
varied as the examples cited here, the campus were member,
' of
•
RITTER
a request for an injunction that
reflecting
a trend toward common- the football team and several
WARNING is given by John.
in Little Rock, Ark. Johnny's
BOURBON
would have allowed eight Negroes
sense in the local crisis.
typing students shaping up on
?iv Gray, 15. to one of two
fists finally sent the boys scurBUY IT.
to enter as undergraduates.
Some
3,000
white
students
were
their skill in order to compete
white boys who tried to force
rying down the block. See
N
Negro minister Clennon King,
out
of
school
because
less
than
a
Fair
Tri-State
for honors in the
him and his sister Mary from
sequel picture on front page.
seeking in Gulfport, Miss., to pro.
dozen students sought to enter Cen- typing contest to be held next
the sidewalk as they walked
(UPI Telephoto)
mote the first attack on the state's
tral High by order of the Supreme month in Memphis.
•
to school yesterday morning
segregated schooling, announced
Court.
Later in the day, Superintenhe has found Negro families willMonday rumors were spreading dent Virgil T. Blosom said that
ing to make the effort and is now
that white students were planning all extra curricular activities
seeking legal counsel.
a demonstration
against
Gov: would be canceled and that inKing also revealed he has endFaubus for ordering the schools cluded football games.
THE SMOOTHER sounsom
ed the fast begun earlier this s
titled. A few students drifted to
L. C. Cristophe, principal o f
Kentucky Streik! Bourbon Wye*,• 6 Yrs.
It Continued From Page One)
month in protest of the fact that
Central High Monday morning and Horace Mnn, was willing to show eg Proof • OAncael see SW. Co., hastiten,
the court is not satisfied that it milled
no integration suit had been filed
about the front of the build- reporters around the new school
clearly appears from the complaint ing.
Mississippi.
that
immtdiate
and
irreparable
The
Richmond, Va., school
Very few adults showed
up.
an
injury will be caused the plaintiff."
board voted to turn over to NeStarts SUNDAY!
Both whites and Negroes dro‘e
Lockard
was
advised
to
contact
groes a white school that has
slowly by the school.
SEPT. 21
Graduation
representatives
legal
of
the
debeen threatened with integration. I
4 BIG DAYS - 4!
board
defendants
the
state
and
School officials said, however, ITT A BF:NA — The Mississippi
Thousands of Kiddies!
ingsedt mutuallyffiscaatailssfaorftoMrySUheaanrd
Narne
that the shift had nothing to do Vocational college "Delta Devils" o
aate
THESE UNBREAKABLE
with the efiirt of three Negro open the 1958 season against the.
defendants were President J. M.
children to enter the school,
SUN TAN DOLLS COME AS
Alcorn "Braves."Saturday, Sept.
Smith and R.- P. Clark of MSIJ,
20, in atagnolia stadium at 8 p. m.
DESCRIBED BELOW.
The American Cancer Society
Joe Morgan, acting chairman of
The
he last meeting of these tr
board of education and has just approved $413.144 in
Soft Body; Late. Ares, Legs, and Head; Sleeping
ditional foes saw the "Del ta the state
all of its members and Gov. grants to further the cancer con!yes: Painted Lashes; Rooted Wig That Cam Si
Devils" roll to a 21-8 victory on
trol program in Illinois, according
Frank Clements.
Washed, Combed and Restyled; Hoists Dressed;
Brave territory. However, the Picto A. E. Patton, president, Illinois
ture has changed for the "Devils.'
Shoes and Sox.
(Continued From Page One)
bright- Division, ACS.
Gone is the sensational pass com- the future will look much
cr." Although no names were menbe employed in a way that might bination of All Conference QB Nationed. several freshmen are ex. From So to So per cent of the
ritom
keep the trend of freedom moving thaniel McGinnis to end Lawson
pected to boost the potential de graphite used in the U. S. is im
THE
1 18 inches tell $649 No, A 16 inches tall 55,49
in the right direction. I certainly Persley, plus the dynamic running
ported.
fensive strength of the learn.
AKERS OE
-Mo. 2 15 inch Bod• Doll
No, 5 22 inches tall $7 911
was not going to do anything to of hacks Rudy Battle and Coleman
"AND
, destroy united action behind a pro- Lindsey. Gone too is the better part
$6
Ne. 6 23 inches tall $4.98
GOD
, gram that recognized the best of the strong defensive wall of the
ItI4 inches tall $495 No 7 26 inches toll $10.4
CREATED
Interest of my people.
SCAC champion "Devils" in the
About Marshal Williams — the person of All American tackle
Hous• Paint, Reg $7.35 Only 5 35
last inning of this fight has not Stanley Hines, All
Conference
Rubber Base, Rog. 5.95 . Only 3,95
been played. He got his deputy tackle William Lindsey, and
Floor Enamel, Reg. 6.15 Only 4 95
marshal because he wes a ten-point guard James Jones; 850 pounds
WALLPAPER
50% OFF
veteran. He got it without the ap- of r,ple fury. To emnrensate these
proval of Guy Smith or C. Reese. and other players, the "Devil"
elm tf/ flIplips tee .1 a.
Over.. V. 01111100* ecccipc en.
• But I have just begun to fight. mentors must draw from a prePrOctuced by RendI Len Drecled by Roger sdarP,
Men CO Iltpeders Mee.*
Point Headquarters Since 1871
I shall continue to fight for the dominantly inexperienced squad.
le* Nile en you We
Yoe
emd av
yese "ow. tAs. $01••••
Vend 5.0....' a....ow.
upgrading of Negroes in the gov- While the Braves will field a preHerbert Streuli
Walter Streuli
ileell• %VG qv owe.
ernment until hell freezes over, dominantly junior team, the
344 GAYOSO at WELLINGTON
Plus RORY CALHOUN in
and then I shall skate across the -Dovils" will go with sophomores.
Ph IA 3-1626
Ice, until next May when Mr. Wil
According to Acting Head roach
"RIDE OUT TO REVENGE"
1 263 N HOLLYWOOD at CHELSEA
hams himself will come up for Leroy Smith, "if the 'Devils' can
stalgee( 44.0e
et.CS0
,
Ph FA 7-3201
reappointment.
I lick a reserve shortage problem,,

Defender In Little Rock

Officials Ponder
Education Maze

Delta Devils
quad Depleted
By
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Methodists
In Combined
Meetings
Several national and regional
meetings of the Methodist Church
are being held in the Chicago area
this week (Sept. 1548).
BAPTIST
LEADERS
RE
unanimously re-elected for his
bishops and
Nine Methodist
ELECTED — Dr. J. H Jacksixth consecutive term. Res.
several denominational executives
son, left, was reelected presiCampbell -is the pastor of the
will speak or preside at sessions
dent of the National Baptist
Columbus Baptist church here.
of a North Central regional promoConvention U. S. A.. Inc., and
During the convention sessions
tional conference in the First ,
Rev. A. E. Campbell. right,
last week, the Baptists voted to
Methodist church, Evanston, Sept.
of Memphis renamed vice
continue opposition to nuclear
•
16-17.
president when the organizatests, support of the tinned
District superintendents and contion which lists a membership
Nations, and resolved Presference leaders from eight states
of five million Negroes held
ident Eisenhower should use
North Central
of the church's
election of officers in Chicago
troops to prevent the estahlish•
Jurisdiction and from the St Louis
last week.' Dr. Jackson was
meat of "411 fascist states.''
Area of its Central Jurisdiction
will attend.
Bishop Charles W. Brashares of
Chicago, head of the Illinois Area.
presided at the opening session and
Richard C. Raines of
Bishop
Indianapolis gave the keynote message.
NATION-WIDE SERIES
EDITOR'S NOTE: The author of this article, Rea. John B.
The meeting is the first of a
Sheerin, Paulist, is editor of the Catholic World.
nation-wide series of promotional
conferences, sponsored by the
By REV. JOHN B. SHEERIN
church's Commission on Promo1141111111111,
.
I find that most Catholics are quite concerned about
tion and Cultivation, whose headintegraof
question
whole
the
and
the Little Rock affair
quarters are at 740 N. Kush st.
,
About 100 leading laymen of the
tion. But I have met a few who say the problem of integration is no business of theirs since it is not a question THE FATE OF THESE FOUR HIGH SCHOOLS will determine t h e Central, (upper left) which became famous last year when nine Negroes denomination will attend a national seminar-workshop on stew-of-faith and morals." Usually those who talk in this fash- course of school integration in the South. These are the four Little Rock were admitted; Little Rock Tech, (upper right) no Negroes enrolled; Hall ardship Sept. 15-18 at the Maryhigh schools which were closed yesterday by Coy. Orval Faubus to thwart high (lower left) one Negro enrolled and Horace Mann. all colored. Deion have the netion that God has
land hotel. Speakers will include
fender photos by Pulley.
neatly wrapped up the whole moral along came Gov. Faubus who step- their integration. The educational futures of 3,470 high school pupils only
, Professor Paul Worley of Emory
law in the Sixth Commandment. ped into the picture and slowed a few of whom are Negro.are endangered by the move. The schoofs are
University, Atlanta, and Will H.
In their opinion, on this Corn- down integration to a complete halt
role and life of a WAC and to bet- Connelly, prominent Episcopalian
mandment dependeth the whole at Central High school. And what
ter understand the organization of layman from Bloomfield Hills,
law and the prophets.
was his excuse? He claimed that
the Army, and to decide if I would Mich.
But what kind of moral code is there would be an outbreak of
like a career as an officer in the
I The Methodist Board of Pensions
while
impassive
by
stand
were
to
this —
violence if the High school
Armed Services.''
will hold its annual meeting toNegroes are deprived of their God• integrated. Thus, as Father LeThe guest speaker at the graduday in the Drake hotel. Bishop
given rights? Are Negroes people? Farge expresses it, the forces of
ation ceremonies was Cot Lon H.
Almost a century has passed since disbrder had smote time "to !
Smith, post commander of Ft. Marshall R. Reed of Detroit, board
NASIIVILLF,—Athletic Director- I Committee, and Sam Tineman, of
the Emancipation Proclamation build
aggressive
their
up
1 president, will preside saver the
Thompson, of Fisk! Arkansas Tech, Russelville, Ark.,
the and if she chooses, may apply for McClellan,
"Bus"
B.
H.
Doggett,
Wilhelmina
Miss
body which holds and adand yet the Negroes in certain strength."
Miss Doggett was given a certi- official
Oliver a commission in the Women's
university, has been named to the is chairman.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
daughter
states are still not emancipated. 'QUITE ARTIFICIAL'
! ministers nearly 50 million dolbasketball committee of the Na., Mr. Thompson, who coaches the L. Doggett, of 1089 Whitfield ave., Army Corps after graduating in ficate of completion of the junior
They are enslaved to an old social
The violence Faubus spoke about tional Association of Intercollegl.' Fisk Bulldog teams, is a gradu- has returned to Memphis after June next yerr.
course from Lt. Col. Marjorie C lars of the denomination's pension
arder that sternly forbids them to was quite artificial. It would never,
During training, Cadet Doggett Power, commanding officer of the funds. The board's Committee on
army life along
sampled
having
,
first,
the
Athletics,
ate
marking
move about freely. In some sections have occurred had he not stirred,
meet
Legislation will
with 33 other college women for said. "I applied for the College Jun- U. S. Women's Army Corps Cen- Pension
they live in sub-human conditions up the hornet's nest. But aside time a Negro has served on the
Thursday.
at Ft. McCellan, Ala. ior Program to learn the duties,, ter.
weeks
four
committee.
NAIA
that have aroused the moral indig- from the fact of violence, what
After having sampled a full slate
After accepting the invitation
nation of Catholic leaders such as about the validity of the principle
of Military subjects, including
Al
president,
from
NAIA
Carten,
Rummel.
Archbishop
that Faubus uttered? Does Americhernicel - radiological - biological
"I certainly
GRADUALISTS
can law, do our national traditions Mr. Thompson said,
justice, map
werfare, military
I Once in a while you meet a admit the principle that volence consider this one of the high honreading, intelligence and Army ad'Catholic who approves of desegre. should be allowed to change a law? ors of my career. I am extremely
ministration, Miss Doggett, AS a
gation but who qualifies his ap- Certainly not. Such a principle is a happy to work with the other basWAC cadet was graduated in the
prove( by reminding you that he wild departure from the traditional ketball committee members tosecond College Junior Training
is "a gradualist" who believes in American way of life.
ward achieving the goals which,
Program conducted by the WAC
"evolution" rather than "revoluFather LaFarge cited with ap- mean so much' to intercollegiate
School at the U. S. Woman's Army
tion."
Let the change
come provai the Eighth Circuit Court de- athletics.
Corps Center at Et. McClellan,
gradualy and spontaneously, he cision in the Little Rock case in
The NAIA in its aims and obAla.
suggests, and do not expect the which the Court said that the jectives, and in its overall proCtOtrs
The training program was dedeep South to after its way of time has not yet come in the U. S.
signed by the Department of &he
gram seeks to establish the athwhen a Federal Court order must
life overnight,
Army to give young women a preletic program of the nation's smalThat sounds very sympathetic be annulled because of "violent and ler
view of life in the Women's Army
colleges and universities on
and thoughtful but how gradual can unlawful acts of individual citizens
Corps with a view toward their sea sound, educational basis, both
you get? Since the 1954 Supreme in opposition thereto."
lecting the Army as a career.
the districts and in the national
Feerknwasecutle,
Court decision, seven Southern Gangsters cannot make lay. Mobs in
Representing colleges and imi'
competitions.
states have failed to integrate one cannot make law. Once you subversities throughout the United
IVCV:kktli;Cr5ftlhat:illNif:AL
The association is composed of
H. B. THOMPSON
single school. Is that what you scribe to Faubus' principle, then
States, Miss Doggett and the other
call 'gradual?' On the contrary, no rights are safe. The Supreme approximately 450 colleges end
32 students wore the WAC urdtlIntglertS.4
and
college,
State
Bluefield
States,
United
the
in
ate of
it is massive and violent resistance Court and the Federal Court opreat- universities
forns with distinctive gold epaulet
in phyCr0(66ttheirtiCti
to integration. It is "gradual" ing on such a principle, would sins.' Hawaii, and Alaska. It acts as an holds a master's degree
trim, and trained with more than
New York
only in that it is gradually getting ply become the tools of lawbreak- administrative agency in matters sical education from
1,000 Regular Army Wars stationof eligibility, rules and regula.i, university and is completing work ed at the base.
ers.
more violent.
services'
statistical
tions,
conducts
insame
the
at
the
write
I
doctorate
As
column,
this
SU-,
his
on
As a WAC cadet, Miss Doggett,
Father John LaFarge was the
keynoter at the National Catholic preme Court has not yet handedi in most of the sports in which, stitution. He has been a member a LeMoyne college social science
Conference for Interracial Justice down its decision with regard to members are active and en-, of the Fisk faculty for eight years. senior, learned the techniques of
at Chicago on Aug. 29. The founder the date for integrating Central courages and conducts athletic' A native of Gary, W. Va., Mr. close order drill, and participated
of the Catholic Interracial move- High school. Some experts think events for members of an inter- Thompson was an all-CIAA half in parades and ceremonies during
back at Bluefield. lie was earned the four-week training period.
ment scored those people w h o the President's recent remark in sectional and national basis.
As a graduate of the course, 3he
Gus Fish, of Emporia State all-American in 1934 and 1930, and
talk about the need for going favor of "a slower pace of integre.
"slow" on integration when they tion" may influence the Court to Teachers college, Emporia, Kans..' earned letters in basketball and may remain in the U. S. Army
Reserve through her senior year,
really mean "no integrat,on." The delay the actual date. But most is supervisor of the Baskettalll baseball.
eminent Jseuit said that caution Commentators say the President
THESE SIX SIGNS of -Warn.
and patience are basic virtues "but was not referring to Little Rock at
ing" stand drying in a sign
exhortations to prolonged inac- all sot was merely expressing a
shop awaiting use by special
The Memphis Negro Students who are attempting to
tion are meaningless if they are preference for gradual desegregaU.S. deputy marshals when
attend Memphis State University and their parents, who
used, as it is not infrequently the tion.
they go into action in Little
However, my own guess is that
are supporting them, rate a rousing round of approving apcase, as a mere excuse for doing
Rock school crisis. The spec.
plause from every citizen of this community who believes
nothing." When integration comes the Court will severely rebuff the
been
has
men
150
ill force of
in democracy and justice.
to a stop, he said, "the forces of principle that mobs make law. If
instructions
special
receiving
disorder have ample time to build it were to allow many further delay
Their decision to press through legal action for admit.
for
Department
Justice
the
by
up their aggressive strength." at Central High school, the Sutance to the institution is sbund Americanism. The foundit
whenever
day"
"integration
This is precisely what happened preme Court would, in the words
ers of America left this country a heritage of exemplary
comes to Little Rock.(U P I
last year at Little Rock. The may- of Judge Hoffman in the Norfolk
courage in the face of adversity, in striving for justice
Telephoto)
or, police officials, the school bnatd integration case, "completely and
under law. Our American tradition teaches us to fade,140
— all reported the time was ripe effectively, from a practical standagainst oppressive forces. It places a premium upon quell.
for integration and it was so de- point, destroy the operation" of its
ties which make men willing to sacrifice, undergo pressure
creed by the Federal Court. But own 1954 decision. (Editor's Note:
and coercion, stand up in the face of threats and intimidaThe author's prediction came
true.)
tion, rise again in the wake of apparent defeats, and con-

'How Gradual Can You
Get' Catholic Asks

Fisk's H. B. Thompson
Named To NAIA Council

Local WAC Cadet Gets
Sample Of Real Army
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These Students, Their
Parents Merit Praise
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Okla. Church
Unit To Back
Integration

tinue to contend for the freedoms for which the founding
fathers live, fought, and died.
The American Negro has been shaped by this great!
American tradition. He has admired and accepted it. He has
OKLAHOMA CITY — (UPI) — been called upon to defend it. The tradition has been
Members of Churches held an offi- absorbed by the Negro just as it has by other Americans.
cial stand Tuesday in support of It is not to be wondered that he seeks its benefits as
integration, pledging "to tran- persistently and determinedly as any other true American
slate Christian and democratic would.
ideals into reality."
And that is exactly what the rebuffed students dea
Al a meeting of two of the
entry into Memphis State are doing in the Americati:
i
council's major hoards Monday ing
Amen members adopted a statement tradition. They deserve applause from their fellow Ameri-ar•
p cans.
spelling out their stand.

Rams Place Four
PlayersOn Waivers
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — The
los Angeles Rams placed four
'Slayers including quarterback
Bobby Cox on waivers and a fifth
player on the injured reserve list
to get the Pro Football squad down
to 38 men.
Cox, from Minnesota, had seen
little action in 'pre-season games
this year although coming to the
Rams with a reputation as an ,utstanding college passer.

•

V%-•

AVE.
AT 625 UNION
• Everybody's Happy•
MISTER

oreamswingmmamwmaist,
suivvvtERTimE*,FAvoRITEs•
--

LOW

•

SAYS COME IN
AND SEE WHY
Ash For
James E Poplifr
Proof
cOrer or

BELLANTI'S
LIQUOR STORE

The statement read in part:
ANNEGELES BEAUTY SALON
"Our Lord in his incisive sumJA 71962
315 LINDEN
mation of the great commandment
imposes the obligation, 'thou shalt
Specializing in care of Hair and Scalp-Styling-Tinting•Softsets
love thy neighbor as thyselv.'
Nulox & Creme Pressing-Oil by Request
Love in this concept must rise
STYLISTS
above sentimentality into the
Rose Goodman
Marie Clark
(deer realm of justice."
Thelma Whitlow
!setts Rally
The declaration was signed by
Open 6:30 am.—Mon thrum Sat,
Rev. Robert II. Alexander, president of the council, and Mrs. K. —
A. Wehl, president of the Oklahoma City United Church Women.
It was adopted by the general
board of the council a n d the
women's group executive board.
Mrs. F. R Reno, secretary of
the eouncil, said the resolution
0
was prepared as the result of a
0
recent "sitdown" demonstration
0
In local eating places by the
1
‘
-C,
l
f
0
-, Buttermilk and 0
youth council of the NAACP. The
''
-r'
,
!
n
r.
c,,
i
.',
.
youths obtained food service at
Ceettage Cheese:
-1"
•-.....:.
$
two downtown soda fountains, hut
a nine.day demonstration failed
to gain service for them at a

SEATED IN HELICOPTER.
Cadet Wilhelmina Doggett, of
Memphis, listens attentivels as
a crewman explains the aircraft's controls to her during a

recent training period at Ft.
McClellan, Ala. She was one of
33 college women who graduated from the second College

Training Pro/ram conducted by
the WA(' school at the U S.
momen's Arms ('Kos ('enter
at the base.

FOREST HILL

0
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'Annual Sunday Jehovah's Witnesses To
School Day To HoldAlumni Conference
Be Observed
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"And he sought to see Jesus who , the whole picture is that there are
He was and could not for the some big small men. These Clef:
press, because he was little of stat- never rave the opportunity to or
cupy big offices or the like hie
ure." — Luke 19:3
are able
One of the most tragic phases they in their small ways
to challenge the lives of many
of human activities today is wraphumble-Christped up in the fact taht tar too people through their
people who
many men are too small. Much like living. They are the
will walk the second mile or share
of the color of things we see and
row, from left, are Mesdames
PAGEANT PRESENTED —
Use No. 1 choir. On the front
possessions for the
hear today may be directed def- their meager
A. L. Miller, V. Phitts, E. Harrow are seen Mrs. Pennington,
A pageant was presented reI
have
joy
of
others.
learned
that
we
have
point
the
to
initely
ris, L. Landen, B. White, Miss
N. Williams, Mrs. S. A. Tayexperience that iii! not the cently at the Union Baptist
grown to be a nation of small through
L. Mull, and Mrs. E. L. Riley,
lor, A. L. Miller, as Christ;
church under the direction of
people. Zaccheus goes down in his- man who has the most who
Mrs. C. L. Riley played the
Mrs. T. A. Kinley, F. Kinley,
Mrs. L. Fowler and Mrs. D.
rather
tory as a small man. He could not will help the most but
music during the pageant.
and L. Fowler. On the back
Pennington, and sponsored by
see many of the things that other it is just the opposit e, the
over
men saw because of his size. But man with the big family, head
himself, with all types
one thing that I will always admire heels in debt
who will find some
In Zaccheus is that in spite of his of obligations
physical smallness he had an out- way to help a friend in distress.
These noble men's minds and
look on life trat was high and noefforti have made it possible for
ble.
many
a man to make it into the
In modern world activity we
harbor when otherwise he would
have the misfortune of having two
have been denied the privilege.
types of men—some small-large
You won't find the big-little men's
mes and some large-small men.
names on the front of any papers.
Now I agree with some of you
You won't hear anyone standing
that slch terminology seems highon the street cornders telling of
ly paradoxical but it ih true neverThe nation's largest Negro group, the National Baptist I
their deeds but in reality they are
theless.
the people who like the busy little Convention, resolved Thursday that President Eisenhower Campbell, Memphis, J. A. F. Fintayson, Miami Fla
d T S
Some people I know have been ants hour by hour and day by day
able to wiggle tremselves into make it possible for other genera- should use troops if necessary to stop those "who, in the Herten, Brooklyn, N. el„ vice
having
places of importance and
tions to come on the scene. These name of state's rights, would drag this nation to the level presidents. T. J. Jemison, Baton
attained their goals they haev big little men like Zaccreus have of 48 fascist Oates."
Rouge, La., general secretary; D.
big
into
a
man
to
get
small
E King, Louisville Ky., D. C.
a
their handicaps but to offset their
Convention president Dr. J. II.
•
man's place. The world needs handicaps they have a real and an Jackson, Chicago, elected
unani- Dr. Owen Pelt, convention his Washington, Anniston, Ala., L. C.
men who are basically big. Men ambition that will enable them to mously to his sixth cAsecutive
Jenkins, S. t. and M. K. Curry,
torian, predicted "fireworks" Fri- Marshall, Texas. assistant secrewho are able to rise above preju- rise to heights never throught at- term, also
introduced a resolution
dices, greed, selfishness, pride, tainable by the casual bystander.
day when the President of t It e taries;
pledging support of the U.S. Su
and the like. A long time ago a
History has it that Zaccheus was preme Court "in its present or- Southern Baptist Convention, Rep., Owen D. Pelt, Chicago, historiman prayed, "God give us men a rich man of great social standire ganizational structure." T h e resJ Brooks Hayes of Arkansas, speaks, an; L. G. Carr, Philadelphia, treaswho can walk with kings and not in his community. No one could
The convention closes Sunday.
urer; C. A. W. Clark, Dallas,
olution was adopted.
lose the common touch." Today think in terms of a man of his
The entire slate of last year's' Texas, editor of National Baptist
Other resolutions adopted by the
men walk with kings and that is position climbing a tree. But Zacconvention reaffirmed its opposi- officers were reelected unanimous- Voice; W. H. Bellew, Louisville,
all you hear for the balance of cheus had heard that Jehus was
Ky., secretary of public relations,
tion to continued nuclear tests, its ly. They were.
their day ..
coming this way. He would not let support of the United Nations, and
E. Doyle Billups, Baton Rouge, and Benjamin Wilson, Gary, Ind.,
God
has
been
providence
of
The
social prestige, economic status, in its endorsement of "the
construc- La., vice president at large; C convention attorney.
most favorable to many of us. We.
standing or anything else tive work of organized labor."
S. Hempton, Son Diego. A.
have been able to succeed and keep him from seeing Jesus. To
prcgress where many have failed,1 this extent We must admit that ZacWe have been able to soar to the cheus was right. There are times
outmost heights while many others when we must disrobe ouselves
have faltered. We have been able Of certain standiees end not conto acclaim many honors while oth- cern ourselves with what the peep',
ers have gone on unsung. But with think of us or that they think we
all of this there is 110 reason for us should do but our sole responsibilto use those God-given blessings as ty is to do what is right. Zaccheus
means of keeping others from Little man with a vision to do that
achieving. The really big man is which was noble and right.
We should all strive to be like
the man who has so morally and
spiritually contained himself that Zaccheus. We must see something
whatever the problem. that con- worth doing and then disrobing
fronts him he is able to be ogvern- our-selves of all superficial aped by the moral and spiritual ties parel, set out with all of our
that should govern all of us.
minds, souls and bodies to do just
But the most teautiful thing abo that.

FIRST BAPTIST BROAD AVE.! and A. L. Peyton is ,r1 charge of
Sunday will be an outstanding publicity.
Day at the First Baptist Broad Av- The Rev. D. S. Cunningham is
enue. It will be Women's Day. the pastor of the church.
Members have anxiously awaited WAYMAN CHAPEL AME
Dr. H. Ralph Jackson, pastor of
this celebration diligently carrying out all necessary prepara- St. Andrew AME church as the
tions. Coming with a world of in- guest speaker during the special
ous gifts from the strong Bapformation and heart full of good- Men's Day program held at Way- DR. J. H. JACKSON receives
tist delegation, is beginning his
will as guest speaker for this glo- man chapel, and Rev. E. D. Scott, kis. from his wife. Gladys, just
after his re-election to the pressixth term in office. The 78th
rious occasion is Mrs. J. C. Al- of Crenshaw, Miss., delivered the
idency of the National Baptist
session of the denomination
ston. Mrs. Alston is an active' morning sermon.
was held in the Chicago Coll.
member of the Greater Mt. Pleas-I Rev. M. V. Reed is pastor of i Convention, Inc. Thursday. Dr.
Jackson who received numerscum.
ant Baptist church. Her previous the church.
addresses have been fat orably received by audiences. She will speak
p. m.
to the congregation at
Other participants on the proMrs.
Nancy
Wade,
gram will be
dory Jolly, Miss Virginia Wilson,
Mrs. Roberta Washington, Mrs.
Winifred Clark Mrs. Gertrude
Spencer, Mrs Minnie Lee Crenshaw is the mistress of ceremonies.
By ALEX L. WILSON
Roberts explained that his son that Terrence decided
that he
The chairman is Mrs. Fannie Gray.
who plans to be a doctor, would' would like to go to school in New
LITTLE
ROCK,
Ark.
—
Terrence
Music for the observation will be
probably lose
the
scholarship York City or in California.
presented by the Gospel Temple Roberts, one of the eight Negro money which has been granted
"Since he had no connections in
students
who
completed
2
year
Woman Chorus.
him by various organizations, but
Rev. H. C. Cherry is the minis:at previously all-white Central high that he hoped he would be able to,New York City and most of my:
school, left
Saturday
for Los finance Terrences education when relatives are in California that wa,g1
ter.
the most log:cal place for him a
Angeles, Calif., where he will live he gets to that point.
ST. ANDREW AME
go," Roberts declared.
Invited by the former pastor of ,with relatives whie he competes He said that
Terrence
and
the church, Rev. H. McDonald Nel- hie ...Mar year.
Ernest L. Green,C t IHigh's Mrs. Daisy Bates said, "I re-'
son, to carry on revival services "The decision to study. in Cai- first Negro graduate, worked in Igret this decision, but a student,
at his present church, Rev. Jack- fornia was made by Terrence," his New York City during the sum-ihas a right to go to school whereson is new in St. Petersburg. Fla. father, William L. Roberts. a mer in a garment factory, and'ever he desires."
performing that pleasant and hon.. dietetics service employee of the.
orable task. He will preside there, Fort Roots VA hospital, explained
at Bethel .4ME church for two shortly after the boy left the city
weeks,
by automobile with Elder Milton
At home, officiating in his stead M. Young, pastor of Shiloh Seventh
Is Rev. W. E. Pruitt. Rev. Prue'Day Adventist church.
itt has prepared interesting and "It was Terrence who decided to
informative messages for the St.' go to Central High, "last year"
Andrew AME membership. T h e Roberts said, "and I allowed him
choirs of the church will furnish,to decide whether he wanted to rethe music.
l turn or not."
Utmost on the church's calendari Roberts stated that his 16-yearA new weapon has been launched furnish no funds to developers of
Is Homecoming Day which will be, old son had planned to return to against Jim crow housing in Prince- either all-white or all-Negro hous-'
celebrated next month. Varicus Central High if it were opened to ton, N. .1., in the form of a new,lag. As for guidance and advice,
activities will lead up to the Day., Negro students, but at the
same stock issue, according to a Mod- we'll be happy to explain the vir-.
One of the most anticipated ones1 time was preparing to study in ern Community Developers. Inc., Tues of housing to bias-free,
will be the Coffee Hour. It will be California if Jhdge Lemley's sus- report recently
them."
given by the women of the church l pension of integration was grantThe new stock issue, which wr
MCD will use proceeds of the
Sunday
Sept.
2A.
on
registered by the M el) agency with stock distribution to:
ed.
OLIVET BAPTIST
the Securities and Exchange Com- 1 — Lend financial and advisory
'AGAINST MANN HIGH
A tea sponsored by the women
The boy had decided definitely mission, is now in effect and will assistance to builders and invesof Olipet Baptist church was
mean that all Americans desiring
integrated howgiven at the home of Mrs. Eloise against returning to the segregat- to purchase stock to combat bias tors in the field of
Casem, and her mother, Mrs.'ed Horace Mann high school, he in housing can "line p their dol- ing.
2 — Build and buy apartment
Bessie King, on Sunday afternoon.' declared.
• lars with their declarations."
Sept. 14. Serving as host for the "Terrence lost a lot of time last The MCD corporation, first na- houses
tea was J. H. Holmes, deacon and year while they were debating the tional firm dedicated to integrat- 3 — Serve as consultant to penschool issue," Roberts
stated, ed housing
and
con and trustee,
exclusively, is issuing don funds, cooperatives, labor
religious groups inter'ested in inteProceeds from the tea bone- "and it is no telling how icing it
shares of common
grated housing mortgages or infiled the Women's Day program of will be before they open again." par value U GC,
be ea.: at par.
'
the church. Mrs. Lucy A. Jones Roberts said that one of his
Benjamin J. Anderson, chair- vestments.
daughters, Beverly Ann, 14, who man of the executive
was chairlady for the event.
committee, Serving with Mr(Anderson on the .
Rev. E. W. Williamson is pas- linished Dunbar Junior high as said that stock subscriptions had executive committee of MCD are
an honor student in June, was already topped the 3193,000
tor of the church.
mark. Morris Milgram, president; Frank
Ischeduled to attend Horace Mann Modern Community
COLLINS CHAPEL CME
Developers C. Montero, vice president; Max
Annual Men's Day will be cele- high which also has been closed will begin operations when sub- Deleon, labor attorney: and Dean
prated on Sunday afternoon. Sept by Gov. Faubus.
scriptions total $250,000.
Chamberlain, accountant Jackie
29 Serving as co-chairMen of the "If the schools are not opened
Mr. Anderson explained "Mod- Robinson vice president of Cheek
Suttlee
anethere in three weeks." Roberts ern Community Developers has a Full Out, Inc., NAACP Life
m will be 0. C.
George Clark. Atty. B. F. said, "T plan to send her it to moral goal — equal housing oppor- Membership Committee, is on the
an.'TAR An ries too."
i tunas, for
Therefore we will boatel of directors.

One Little Rock 9 Quits
Central For Calif. School

peak attendance of 253,922.
Jehovah's Witnesses will hold a with a
3, 7, new ministers
three-day circuit assembly in Nash- Also on July
baptized, representing deleville Tenn., Sept. 19-21, according were
isles of
Annual Sunday School Day will
ahodnnoyuncfhenreleungthbtyhetiheesirpagkoevai gates from 123 lands and
be observed Sunday, Sept. 29, at teornainig
the seas.
the First Baptist church, located.
Mr. Branch said Jehovah's Witheld priat G82 S. Lauderdale st.
e nesses Conventions are
51Ita Jehl
:srti auditorium, li3
marily to advance Christian Bible
A day with activities has been! fmeraGsonlinrdGasietlber. in liranchNashville,
planned.
used for the occasion and upwards education.
.
The three-day program includes
Miss Carole Hooks. program of 400 delegates from Mississippi,
chairman, promised that the day' Illinois, Kentucky and Tennessee a variety of talks on Bible subjects.
will be inspiring and enjoyable one are expected to attend.
Groups of ministers will discuss
problems and demunas it relates to her committee and
This area convention is a unit ministerial
will teach how Christians
its function,
of the International Convention of strations
studies.
The entire public is invite& to Jehovah's Witnesses that was held should conduct Bible
Sessions will be conducted daily
worship and share in the spirit of in Yankee Stadium, the Polo
fellowship which this day affords. Grounds and surrounding areas 5' willi-baptisms of new minister; on
tuhrday.
e
The church is pastored by Dr. multaneously in New York C it y SaT
convention theme is "ImiH. C. Nabrit.
from July 27 through August 3,'
tating The Shulamlte in Exclusive
—
tiona
fe .
Devotion."
i'lired speaker on the program of the convention, serving
as district supervisor, will be H. L.
Brissett, from the headquarters in
Brooklyn,
Hhe
Y.i principal addeliver
kwbilnl,N
dress on Sunday, Sept. 21, on ins
subject "The Watchtower Society
om
d's
in G's
Jones. circuit director,
will also appear on the program,
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Thel for the general public.
Supreme Court's special sessioni The remainder were reserved itunnit11111111111111M1111101111111111111111111111111111liellle
on the Little Rock crisis Thurs- for special guests, including sir
day attracted spectators from as gil T. Blossom, Little R o C k's
far away as Tokyo and as close school board superintendent a n
as the families of several justices.1 one of the persons most concerned
But none was in line as long in the case.
as Matthew Till, a Negro, who
Chief Justice Earl Warren's
SOUTH BEND, Ind. —
arrived outside the stately white wife and two of their blonde daugh
—Thomas R. Mink, le, was treatmarble-columned building at 10:45 tens, Dorothy and Virginia, were
ed at a hospital for severe
p.m. EDT Wednesday and waited in a special eection reserved for
thorn scratches when he fell
throughout the chilly night for the family and friends of the nine.
into a rose bush bed.
doors to open.
black-robed justices.
He had been gyrating with a
He was among about 50 specta- OTHER GUESTS
hoop.
fdrs, some wrapped in blankets,
Nearby were Mrs. Charles Evans
who lined up at dawn awaiting Whittaker, Mrs. William J Bren- 1111111e11111111111M1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ille
the start of the session.
nan and Mrs. Harold H. Burton, tration post.
'OYEZ, OYEZ, OYEZ'
wives of associate justices.
From Tokyo, there was Judge
There were more than 500 on the
Gordon Tiffany, executive direc- Shunko Muto, assistant jedge of
chamber's marble steps long be- tor of the Federal Civil Rights
fore the cry of "oyez, oyez, oyez" Commission was in the reserved the Japanese capital's district
bro•cht tht court ,,into session at section, as was J. Ernest Wilkins, court, who was visiting here after
noon.
a commission member and an as attending a Harvard university
Only 54 of the 180 seats in the sistant secretary of labor—the high- summer seminar in Cambridge,
spectators' area were available est-ranking Negro in an adminis- Mass,

Hula Hoop Antics
Land 11-Year-Old
Among Rose Thorns

What could be more nutritious and tantalizingly delicious
than to serve Dad and the small
fry Banana cake for supper tonight. Banana pie, cake, with
ice cream or cerals are always
favorites at our house. Jack
Sprat Banana cake served with
coffee or milk makes a wonderful TV repast

% teaspoon soda
1 cup mashed ripe bananas
'A teaspoon Vanilla
Si teaspoon lemon extract
54 cup shortening
1 cup sugar
2 eggs
3 tablespoons milk

time and mashed bananas and
flavorings. Add Jack Sprat flour
mixture and milk alternately.

Line the bottoms of 3 eight
inch layer cake pans with thin
plain paper Pour in cake mixture. Bake in 350 degree F.
oven about 25 minutes. Spread
Sift Jack Sprat flour, measure layers when cool with your favorite lemon frostings; dust top
and resift 3 times with baking
lightly with powdered sugar.
powder, soda and salt. Cream
The whole gang will ask for
shortening until soft and smooth,
seconds,
JACK SPRAT BANANA CAKE
then add sugar gradually and
2', cups Jack Sprat flour
continue creaming until light
2 teaspoons baking powder
and fluffy. Add eggs one at a

I

EACH SATURDAY—morning youthful stars take the spotlight on
the Big Star show over 50,800 watt WDIA. Big Star is happy to
give talented boys and girls an opportunity to appear on this
show. If you have any latest which can be expresed on the radio,
you are cordially Invited to contact station WDIA and ask for an

audition tryout, The group pictured above
appeared on • recent
show, left to right on the front row are:
Bernice Smith, Karmen
Smith, Barbara Jean Perry, Karen
Smith and Fannie Farmer. On
the second row, from left to right are:
Clarence Smith and Irving
Malone, Standing In front is Volande
Anderson.

INNING TOP HONORS as three of the six Joint Appeal
Kids chosen from a field of 52 contestants, these youngsters will act as ambassadors of good will during the October campaign of the Community Fund-Red Cross Joint Appeal. From left: Bruce John'Stark, Old Town Boys Club;
Christine Taylor, Ada S. McKinley House, and James
Tiltarpe, Midwest Boys Club.

They're Ready

MRS. STELLA COLLINS, 41, looks glum at Lincoln
Heights jail, Los Angeles, where police are holding her in
protective custody. Police report she apparently is an amnesia victim. When Mrs. Collins was picked up for questioning she had $2.67 in her purse and told police she didn't
kliow who she was but that she lived in Philadelphia. Her
husband Stanley reported his wife missing in Philadelphia
after she failed to meet him August 27 with $11,790 to
purchase "a house. UPI Telephoto

Spends Days In A Daze
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•
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AL CARROLL, of San Diego, Calif., shines up his 1937 Cord Sedan at
a three-day reunion of old cars that were manufactured in Auburn,
Ind.
Carroll won honors of having traveled the most miles to the reunion by
driving his Cord across country from Calif. Other cars
were expected
from points as far away as Florida and Canada. UPI Telephoto

According To Al, It's Tops

UNDERSECRETARY of Commerce Walter Williams (right) salutes the
canning industry at special ceremonies at the U.S. Department of Commerce formally opening "September is Canned Food Month." With the
secretary are John S. Swift, Chicago, president, Canning Machinery and
Supplies Association (left) and Edward E. Burns, Alton, N.Y., president,
National Canners Association.

Opens Can Month

NEW CARVER PARK indoor-outdoor swimming pool, dedicated last
July, is shown here in operation. Pool features a retractable roof and is
useable both winter and summer. It is one of the most heavily used
facilities in the Chicago Park District and is located in the Altgeld Gardens development.

They'll Swim Rain Or Shine
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Figured To
Catch Eye
Of Judges

SIDDIK M. EL btekkawi (r)
of Khartoum, Suden, discusses tabulating techniques with
Supreme Liberty Life's Assistant Tabulating Supervisor
Howard Roach. Mekkawi visited the firm's home office
during his Chicago tour.
sponsored by the Institute of
International Education, mid.
west office. He is an inspector of accounts and is especially interested in the mechanization of accounts.

Closeup
Of Tab
Techniques

miles South of Gary. Lucky winner will be showered
with gifts and will be honored with a special race
in
her honor. Lovielies, lined up atop an eye-catching
Mun-

WALKING TOWARD YOU
is Miss New Mexico, Lois Fay
Wilson, as she competed in
the Bathing suit competition
of the Miss America pageant
in Atlantic City. Contest was
won by Mary Ann Mobley of
Mississippi. UPI Telephoto

THESE PRETTY MODELS are vying for the title "Miss
Drag-Strip," who'll reign over Daddie-O-Daylie Day, to
be held Sunday, Sept. 14, at the US 30 Dragway, three

'410in
34 2..FT E7:"F

or
•

E-ig

tz car, are from left. Barbara Jean
Glenn. Evelyn D.
Thornton, Zeola Jones, Sylvia Westbrook,
Frances
Thompson, Virginia Hines and Wanda Dodson.

And Not One Of Them Is A Drag
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Dear Mme, Chante: I am a
Dear Mme. Chante: I have read
who would like to
your column for a number of years lonely woman
man 49 or 50 years old
and decided to write you to see meet a
would like a good wife. He
if you could help me. I am a lone- and
must not drink or gamble. I want
some young man, 30 years of age,
Christian man for I am a Chris6 feet tall, 165 lbs. I would like a
good
tian. a No. 1 Cook and
who
lady
young
a
from
hear
t°
housekeeper. Please send photo—
wants to get married and settle
not sincere don't write. Mary
down in Chicago. I am a widower If
daugh. Bryant, 538 E. 38th St., Apt. 727,
and I have a 10 year old
Chicago, Ill.
ter. Will exchange photos. Wilbur
•
$
Thompson, 1021 W. 61st street,
You have
Dear M lle Chante:
Chicago, Ill.
.
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4
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through ris
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Dear Mme. Chante: I would
you
column.
your
BECKISE....114
—IVO OAP lbPictc.400
greatly appreciate it if you would
-41Ort SCrCtLE! INK IS10 REMIND VW PIN2Ti
ablienethoesheltpallin
publish my letter and request. I 6
UP wrO4 ICE- TONGS!
COLD...
1--—
\.
NAt...:fge 60/ KNOCKED
t, ......1:0 DO ErNER AGAIN f
,4,m5edfieuem
bs.4
el001 alm
am a lonely widow and would like brown complexion. Baptist faith,
to receive letters from someone
- high school education. I would c
of the Apostolic faith between 50 like to meet a sincere, sober gen60. I like to write and will answer
tleman between 45-55 who is interall letters. Mrs. Mabel Thedford,
ested in marriage. I have a nine
13403 S. Tripp street, Robbins, Ill,
year old son and will have no
al • •
objections if he has children. Mrs.
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a sin2 S. Broad/
Ella L. Smith, 73061
gle man who is interested in oh'4 .
•
..,..
Los Angeles, Calif.
taming pen pals with interests way,
N.:Z
•
W
-'
,1
...'
.
::
'N
would
Chante:
Dear
Mme.
similar to mine. It is very hard to
like to have pen pals in the USA.
find pals who do not drink or gam---......„----- I am a Jamaican gentleman, 22
ble. I am especially interested in
..„- •_%
-- ........years old, 5 feet, 8 inches tall,
establishing friendship with pen
lit
brown
lbs.,
complexion,
135
pals between 30 and 40 who like
black hair, gray eyes. Egbert A.
reading, Canasta, TV and classicJames, 31 Hitchen St., Allmon
al music. I am living in a new
Town, P. 9., Jamaica, BWI.
place and it is hard to make
•• •
friends. Clyde Schumann General
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a lady
Delivery, Champaign, Ill.
of 46, 5 feet, 8 inches tall, weigh
130 lbs. I sin a lonely hurt wornan, I have been divorced about
13 years. Would like very much
to meet a man around my age
who is settled and wants a good
'
woman who likes to stay at home
And cook and keep house. I am a
Catholic and would like someone
who is interested in that religion
Walter R. McConner has been
or is a Catholic. I have a marBOSTON — Invitations by the and father, both natives of the
course
ried daughter, Looking for some- appointed branch director of the
riarbadoes, believed in training and
thousands arrive during the
one who is interested in mar Boys' Brotherhood Republic, a
of a single year at the desk of supervising their children strictly.
riage. Will help the right person. neighborhood center of the Chi.
Dorothea Foster of the executive A sense of responsibility and a job
All letters will be answered. Miss cago Youth Centers, it was andepartment of the State House. it well - done were two of the qualiFornetta Batis, 3448 4th St., De- flounced by Russell Hogrefe, CYC
would be nice to report that ties they emphasized.
Executive Director,
troit, Mich.
they're all addressed to Dorothea "I don't regret any of it,"
•••
The center operates programs
since she's a girl who loves to go Dorothea said, referring to her
1,100 boys and girls of ages
for
Dear Mme, Chante: I'm sure
places and do things, such as list' strict upbringing. "I have many
you can help me find a young six to 20. A native of Detroit,
ening or dancing to music, din- wonderful recollections of my child.
lady between 18 and 33 years old. McConner served Most recently
ing with and talking to interesting hood."
i She must be attractive, interested with the South Chicago CommuniAmong her cherished memories
people, and visiting new places.
in marriage and the better things ty Center.
All of them, however, are ad- are the Sunday round table family
of life, I am 35, 5 feet, 6 inches He was graduated from Kaledressed to Gqv. Foster Furcolo. discussions conducted by her fathtall and weigh 145 lbs. I have a mazoo college, Kalampoe Mich.,
It's Dorothea's job to answer them er, when all problems were exgood job and a nice apartment. and received his master's. degree
after Joseph Gallagher, the gov• amined and discussed. If h e r
Please send photo. R. E. Darner- from Howaji university School of
ernor's appointment secretary, father were alive today, she's
on, 4950 S. Blackstone Ave, Chi- Social Work, Washington, D. C.
determines whether or not the certain he would be proud of the
.
cago 15, III.
A member of the American Allscr
achievements of his five sons and
governor is able to attend.
• ••
elation of Social Workers and of
have
whom
of
all
daughters.
three
minia
Dorothea estimates that
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a wid- the National Recreation Associamade his wise precepts a part of
/num of 25 invitations, or letters
ow who would like to meet a tion, Mr. McConner has held po•
lives.
daily
their
appointrequesting
from people
Christian gentleman between 58- sitions with the Forest Neighborover
anents with the governor, reach Since she's only a fraction
69. I am a Baptist and I have hood House, Bronx, New York,
145
weighs
and
tall
They
feet
come
five
replies.
for
her daily
been a widow for several years. and the Aiken, South CaroAia,
WALTER R. McCONNER
chooses
from individuals, organizations, pounds, Dorothea carefully
Would like to hear from some- City Recreation Commission. He
good
her
emphasize
to
clothes
other
her
many
and
schools,
of four large youth centers
one
is
having
clubs,
one who desires a companion. B. is a U. S Army veteran,
black operated by Chicago Youth Cengroups. While the largest part of features. Brown - eyed and
Greene, 950 Cedar Ct., Louisville, been stationed in Germany.
and
the haste
Ky.
this mail originates in Massa- haired, she prefers
His wife, Mrs. Ora B. McCom ters, # Community Fund Red Feasweaters,
• ••
chusetts, it's been Dorothea's ex- casual outfits, such as
ner, is an English teacher at En- ther social work agency. The other
desimply
and
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a lone- glewood High school. They have CYC units are American Heys'
.perience that quite a few letters skirts, blouses,
which are almost
ly woman 40 years old, brown a daughter, Susan Lynn, 2. The Commonwealth, South Side Boys'
come from other states, even from signed dresses
cachic
today's
with
uniform
a
complexion, curly black hair, 5 P. family lives at 1013 E. 62nd St. Club, and Lawndale Neighborhood
points as distant as Texas
reer - girl.
3 inches tall, 135 lbs. I operate
The Buys' Brotherhood Republic Services,
Since she loves writing letters
In Dorothy's case, one can alestablishment,
a
dressmaking
and enjoys using the English
of
roomful
a
of
out
her
pick
ways
have no children. I am desirous Christian woman who would like
language properly and expressivecolleagues who share her taste in
of meeting an honest, serious to meet a good Christian man. I
IY, Dorothea concentrates on corn- clothes as the girl behind he desk
in
minded man. I will answer all let- am a home type — don't drink or
posing pleasant replies, and
Piked high with invitations.
ters. Vera Tingling, 71 Slipe Rd., smoke, I am 3 Baptist and I sing
making sure that the letters of reCross Roads, P. 0., Kingston, Ja in the choir. Please send photo.
gret are warm and sincere.
maica, BWI.
Mrs. L. S. Shelby, 6609 S. Parnell,
"I treat all of them as if they
• ••
with Gov. Foster Furcolo, Miss
DOROTHEA FOSTER of Doring on Is Daniel J. O'Connell
Chicago 21, III.
were my own," she said.
chester, Mass., can be seen
Foster is a member ed the
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a man
• ••
East Boston, the chief execuShe is equally courteous an d
discussing pertinent matters
executive department assigned
looking for a nice lady who is Dear Mme. Chante: I would
tive's secretary.
considerate in notifying the miliEveryone receiving old • age,
to
lonely and wants a companion. like to become a member of your
answering invitations. Lookdisability insurance
tary hides who represent the gov--- — I prefer someone in or near Chi- pen pal club. I am light brown, survivors, or
the
which
occasions
those
on
ernor
benefits will receive increased
35
over
and
be
not
cago.
must
She
age 35, 130 lbs., 5 feet, 8 inches
and take advantage of the trend
February. This
governor can't attend personally.
no more than 135 lbs., neat tall with black hair. Miss Ruby payments early in
toward Kentucky bourbon, and also weigh
Occasionally, Dorothea confessincrease in your social security
e
g
to
t
nice
and
intelligent
and
Kingave.,
Brown, 4B Maxfield
make for repeat sales.
check will come to you automatied, she indulges in a bit of dayalong with. I am 39, 5 feet, 7 inch- ston 13, Jamaica.
A new subscriber carrier teleFleming also pointed out that the
dreaming about the people, the
cally and it is not necessary to get
•
lbs.,
es
170
light
tall
weigh
and
provide
will
mentioned
that
system
events
phone
addition of Grand-Dad 86° rounds
in touch with your social security
places, and the
to get along
out the National Distillers stable complexion and easy
office
in the correspondence. Her work more and better service on existwith, Would like to have a photo
to
pleasure
of
source
of
premium Kentucky bourbons in
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Distributors represented- were: orderly marketing.
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had 75 passengers and a crew of your nearest Social Security AdFlynn Beverage, Rock Island; 2. It will give retailers a famous bars, counters, shelves and interior Michigan.
settle for second best, she politely
system as many Illinois Wholesale Liquor Co., Inc., brand name to help them tie into displays.
ministration district office.
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be served Rockford; Ramey Distributing Co.,
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of the happiest m,mbers of the one -time and any one of the teleWASHINGTON -- Former Secexecutive department early in phones may be rung without ringretary of State Dean Acheson, on
1957. Working for the state is. ing any other.
She believes, a stimulating experi• The new carrier system assures the Formosa dispute:
ence Her school studies in govern- expanded use of existing lines and "We seem to be drifting either
ment, for example, have taken on even provides for a few private dazed or indifferent, toward war
new and pertinent meanings since telephones if subscribers want with China a war without friends
she's seen the .-arious branches of them. At the same time costs are or Allies and over issues which
low, according to George T. the Administration has not preState government in action.
How, as always. Dorothea takes Scharffenberger, Kellogg pres- sented to the people and •vhich are
not worth a single American life."
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accept him as a cititen, entitled
A BLESSING!
FAUBUS
There's a premium on conversa- to the full protection of the law
tion . . . public and private . . and privileges of ,American citizin Memphis these days, Most enship. . .or freeze him into the
$10)
rem,
Subscription
semis!
#
bscription men: Cos year, $6; sis months.
8310- asrattat
everybody who can talk is putting mold of sub-citizen in which some
s-s
people already have placed him.
in his little piece.
Nemo&
The Tri-Statii Defender Dees Net Take Resposisibillay fee teaselleftesa Maimeeriess
"By his action Governor Faubus
The subject is the United States
Supreme Court's ruling on the Lit diverting a lot of the host of grow•
tie Rock Central High School Case. ing unrest away from the Negro.
Catered is Sm.:ea
eubliehed livery Thursday by Si.Tebitistis Defiled*, Pithilablee
And almost equally large sub-sub- And he is focusing public opinion
ject is Arkansas Governor Orvul on the real issue . . . which is
Chimp Metter at the Memphis Put Ottice Me mil 20, 1032, Under Ass ef March 2, 1679
Faubus. This man's peculiar name not primarily the rights of Ne.
seems to fit the peculiar chain of groes . . . but the power of the
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
events with which it is associated. Federal government versus the
Various points of view flow forth powers of the states. The history
when the name of Governor Fate of the United States shows that
bus is mentioned in Negro circles Federal power versus state rights
hereabouts. The name calls out has been a fundamental issue in
blues songs, ballads, dirges, and this country since its beginnings.
and
hymns of despair or defiance. Ev• "When the Constitution Was being
cry now and then, however, a formulated it was a divisive issue.
strange, dissonant note creeps in A great war between the states
. . . and conversation comes to a largely stemmed from the issue,
grinding halt for a hot second. The present turmoil over desegre
Such was the course the other Ration is just another eruption of
day when a well-known Memphian the old dispute. Each time it breaks
observed quietly that "Governor out under a different name . . .
The Supreme Court of the United States Central High if ordered integrated by the Faubus is a blessing to the Negro's over different side lissues. But its
in its momentous decision Friday striking Supreme Court.
cause."
the same old struggle. And the
the two and a half year delay ordered
do
It was a startling thing to say question is, which shall have the
Of primary importance also was the fact
in
the
view
of
most colored folk. last word in this country ... local
deral Judge Harry J. Lemley in the that Federal judges elsewhere in the South
integration of Central High school at Little were awaiting the decision of the high court How could this be even remotely governments (at home) or the fed
man
a
thought
who has public eral (central) government
of
ock upheld, as was expected, the majesty U a guide in reaching decisions on school
done
.
and is still publicly Washington 1
f the law.
their
in
integration
districts.
doing ... all he apparently can to
-The Federal government, thru
As a result of the crisis engendered by
The high tribunal spelled out in crystal thwart the Negro's efforts to reach the Supreme Court. "Says" give
he rabid demagogues, there was no reason- clear terms that violence, the threat of vio- a cherished goal? How can such the Negro a larger helping. Many
• ble or practical alternative decision which lence, popular opposition to the law of the be said of a man who has aroused of the states contend they should
a nation over what many wanted have the right and the power to
he high tribunal could have made.
land by the misguided, that out - moded
to regard as a regional (southern) determine the size, frequency and
The justices learned after pointed quea- tradition and mores do not constitute the
issue? How could Faubus be a nature of the helping. Governor
of
Atty. Richard C. Butler, counsel true law in this country.
toning
blessing to the Negro when his Faubus and the Federal governor the Little Rock School Board, that delay
We are truly grateful that this country actions and utterances agitate, ment are about to get down to the
as being sought for the sake of delay; that has such a lofty body, with justices from crystallize, and focalize the violent real issue: Who shall have the final
he school board, nor state officials had any the embattled South, who are above being and stubborn resistance of much say-so?
When the speaker finished the sivpe of progressive program for the period swayed by political chicanery, demagoguery, Southern white opinion against
change in the interracial status lence continued. A lot of his fellow
o create a climate of acceptance, of school popular front stupidity, but are free to act quo'
Negro listeners moved away with
ntegration.
on the true merits of a case. Once this great
The Negro who described Gov- thoughtful looks on their faces. One
Not to be discounted in the equation of tribunal compromises on the law of the land, ernor Faubus as "a blessing to or two wondered out loud about
esistanee was Arkansas' brazen effrontery this democracy of ours will begin to crumble. the Negro's cause" took advan how it feels to find one's self sometage of the hot seconds of silence thing like a nut between the jaws
n passing laws which threatened to close That day, we pray, shall never come.
his statement had commanded, Ile of a huge nutcracker.
beagn to explain. He said: "GovMaybe it's not that simple, or
ernor Faubus is a blessing to the the simile is overdrawn, but Gov•
Negro's eause because he is spend- ernor Faubus is bringing things
ing up the nation's decision on down front. Now,whatchubet" Sefree-for-all fight staged by a group such unfortunate occurrences. And in the what to do about the Negro. . . fah !
r aphis Negro teen-agers on
Memphis Negro's struggle for his rights as a citizen
)us last week, following a football game, it must be remembered that even the chilanybody else," said said. "You eat pork chops, hut a
''l see by the papers,' said Sim- science or
rather take my pig has to be killed to get those
vas disgraceful, untimely, and intolerable.
dren will have to lend their help, if with
ple, "where they used up 20 mil- Simple. "I had
trap and the chops. You eat beef steak, veal,
It is always regrettable when school nothing more than disciplined restraint of
lion mice in the U. S. A. last chances on the
my own trap lamb, chicken, and in all cases
pick
me
Let
cheese.
loys and girls engage in gang fights or any even many of their natural urges.
medicines
new
year testing out
nothing some animal has met his end to
ain't
Life
it.
in
fall
and
the
on
things
and
tiler kind of illegal alts. The fart that they
and needles
The right on the bus is an intolerable
how, and inside feed your belly. So why this sudno
trap,
a
but
hate
would
sure
I
mouses.
poor
re in school puts in sharper focus the fact"thing which cannot be condoned by anybody,
— just
the big trap is all kinds of little den compassion for mice
to be a mice."
hat they should have more respect for law and can only be condemned, by everybody
to read a littraps, But I don't want nobody because you happen
A
be
to
hate
would
"You
research in
nd order. The excuse is too weak to observe and can only be condemned, by everybody.
to up and throw me in no trap tle article on medical
hat they are just school kids bubbling over The participants should be sifted out, thorthe papers today?"
mouse," I corrected.
just to see how I will react.
SimSimple.
said
said
"I reckon so,"
''1 mean a mouse,"
vith too much energy. Such actions as that oughly screened, and judged. The ones who
"That paper said the reactions "Sometimes it do not take much
ple, "Mouse, mice, miceses, I
f last Friday night places them in the started it should be thoroughly reprimandbeing studied to start me thinking. A n it
would hate to belong to any part of the mouses were
WORSE THAN NEGRO NEIGHBORS
ategory of common hoodlums. It was dis- ed. Nine cases out of ten it will be found
reacted when they 20 million is an awful lot of mice.
of their family and be snatched as to how they
Raving left the segment's*
Taceful; placing them, their schools, and that the leaders and chief participants are
The dale that race prejudice
mice in a trap In my lifetime I would not eat
up a n d vaccinated with some are injected, A
public transom-tattoo bellied,
Is a !usury that few can afford
heir parents in a disgustingly had light.
ones who are old enough to be turned over
do not have to react because his that many pigs, cows, chickens,
going
am
I
if
see
to
needle
of
kind
ese
they had to bey a second
Is being brought home to
The fight was distressingly untimely, to the police. If that is found to be the case
is dead. I had and lambs put together, neither
to catch whatever it is they are neck is broke. He
thous's& of middle-dais whites since both adults in the family
ming as it did just when the whole nation they should be turned over to the police.
nor
oysters,
pity them poor rather be dead than stuck with a clams,
crabs,
I
for.
me
testing
the
worked.
react. shrimps, to which also might be
who had never before gives
acutely agitated over the question of Others should be referred to the juvenile
born to die with the needle to see how I will
—
animals
high
of
two
Andres
Their
consideration.
matter mock
wouldn't added fish. But now you have
whether or not Negro children are fit to be authorities if they are guilty of wrong dofevers and things before their And you would, too,
According to a Chttago reale school age refused to transfer
you?"
started me to thinking a o m •
eci with other American children in ing.
SA
time."
wined
Inferior
suburban
the
to
tor, many of the thousands of
it is better "I would hate to be a guinea more. Everytime I eat a piece
It is the duty of school officials, parent',
ttlitnre at the same sshools. The prejthink
you
"Don't
lifelong
friends
their
all
because
their
whites wile hurriedly sold
laboratory," I agreed, of meat, some animal has died
diced and those opposed to school integre- and students who were witnesses to the afmice serve some useful purpose plg in a
were still attending the city high
homes to avoid having Negroes
testing out anti- that I might eat and live. You
than just getting caught in a trap "or a mouse for
on will seize on the incident to buttress fair to work to cull out the perpetrators and
More
expense,
school.
them.
found
as neighbors have
I would hate to are right!
baited with cheese and having biotics. But then
higher
this
to
were
Added
heir argument for the continued isolation see that they receive deserved punishment.
makes
that
situation
anyway."
selves in a
"Lord, come to think of it, when
their necks broken In the corner be a mouse,
segregation) of Negro school children. That is the first step in halting a repetition
'baying Negroes as neighbors taxes, special assessments for
man were I die the worms will eat me.
a
be
to
hate
least
would
At
kitchen.
''I
somebody's
inters
of
improvements, and in Ink, of
ven the friends of the Negro's cause find of such disgraceful, untimely, and intolerwill eat the worms. And
heavenly by comparison.
in the laboratory a mouse ham a I not already one,' said Simple, Chickens
Cen•
It all, poorer service. Iltht aside
by able incidents.
hemselves awkwardly
embarrassed
In fact, lbs realtor told ea, from the considerable higher liv•
"I have never heard of no ani- somebody else will eat the chickfunction," I argued.
Feewill I be?
their plight Is so bad that many Int costs brought about by ail
"New drugs that cannot be tried mals sticking another one with no ens. Then where
other
man will have done eaten
have admitted to him privately these and other unmentioned
out on human beings, may be needle to see how he would react, Some
Boys'
Me, standing here at this
they would be glad to Illaye factors, them were other an'
tested on mice, and their effects neither giving nim cancer to see ME!
Boys'
will done be et! Daddy-o,
back into their o I if neighbor noyarieel.
noted. klso germ diseases a e d if he can cure it, or putting him bar
rhood
order me a beer. Let's not
hoods•
other kinds of illnesses can be to sleep just to see if he will baby,
The controversy which has been raging of whole words without reference to the
lie elaborated. Most of our
do not do think no more about mens nor
Animals
again.
up
ice.
wake
m
inoculating
by
white
studied
a
of
ease
Re cited the
friends still live in the city. Oar
7 the past three years over "Why Johnny sounds of the individual letters that make
Only mouses. What kind of trap is we
Thus they serve the cause of sci- no such things to each other.
family that had such strong feel- new neighbors are still
ant Read," is about to flare up again, per- up the words.
all caught in — tnens and mouses
mens do such to animals."
ence."
Negroes
near
living
against
ings
new neighbors are all strangers
Phonics, the method of teaching readtaps more violently than ever before. In a
"Your holier-than-thou attitude I ask you? You's colleged. What
I would
mouse,
a
was
I
'if
sold out even though
they
that
and we get little chance to be.
surprising," I kind of trap?"
ook called, "Reading: Chaos and Cure," the ing, pronunciation, and spelling based hpon
hate to have my life cut short for toward science is
they hadn't finished paying for come acquainted with them beuthors, Sibyl Terman and Charles Child the phonetic interpretation of ordinary spelthe
cause we are constantly going
American
off the mortgage, back and forth to the rity.
Valcutt, flatly assert that by the present ling, has been in disfavor in
teoruse
Afpaying
eh
commissions and other fees invstem of teaching reading, the public schools for more than a quarter of a cenHe said: "Yon go to work,
volved in the disposition of a rush back home, e a t, dress,
hools have retarded the average child's tury. The percentage of schools using this
piece of property, they had drive back to town for a show,
eading by at least two years behind what method of instruction for reading has dwinage.
$5,e00 cash left. This they Invest- to visit Metals, to do anything
dled down to a probable five percent.
was forty years ago.
mance
ed in a new home in a new su- and by the time you get back
The abandonment of this approach is, aceased
"Interviews with many teachers conburban development.
It's time to go to sleep so you'll
to
Dr.
conclin!
for
Walcutt,
the
responsible
This
.
ince us," the authors declare," that in the
That's when their troubles be. be fresh to rise early to go to
of
to
the
read
inability
children
properly.
curit y
'evork City schools today half the chilgas.
work again."
matiThe book estimates that eighty percent of
Re didn't say so. but he MO
Because of the differences in
reighish the first grade able to read only our present high school students could not
to get
today
sell
schools
is
the
most
had
public
bosses,
they
have
concluded, that living is
few words...In
ex- man. A mass movement exercising
curitY
pass an ordinary literacy test. Reason: they
No greater tribute has ever the young leader described and
their
a
in everywav than !Nine
of
at
slit
worse
some
furniture
fourth
find
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is possible to
non-violence is an object lesson in
cannot
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given aNegro in the plained his personal philosophy
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next
and
Negr•
sacrifice
middle•clam
led power under discipline, a demonwhich
nd fifth grades still working in primers
circumstances
the
and
Rev.
the
d
accorded
was
South than
The authors of "Reading: Chaos and
family.
'Ruth.
stration to the white community
nd first readers."
Dm 53
Jr., last week to its development.
Cure, believe that parents should not shirk 1111111111Millellaltell1111111111111111M111111111111111111111111111111111Illatati11111111111fintlIMI11111111111111111111111111111111 Martin Luther King,
often been that if such a movement attained
get a
when the police chief of Mont- The Rev, King has
The authors agree with the basic theo- their responsibility in the task of helping
Ghandi of In- a degree of strength, it would
some
gomery, Ala., paid his court fine called a disciple of
etical views propounded by Dr. Rudolf their children to read correctly and fluentnot
seeking to apply non-violent use its power creatively and
dia,
consequenc'eceivthe
Johnfeared
"Why
he
because
book:
sensational
s
lesch in hi
ly. The assumption is that teachers alone
put resistance methods in the Ameri- vengefully.
$200,
leader
Negrri
the
having
of
es
theThe
1955.
in
published
y Can't Read,"
centuries "Non-violence can touch men
creascannot develop in their pupils the required
in jail. Jefferson Davis must can bible belt where for
reach them.
ry that "phonics" are the key to reading proficiency in reading—which is a mechanturned over in his grave, violence against militant Negroes where the law cannot
have
'This
support.
is given unrestricted
of When the law regulates behavre al.
ical skill.
startled out of death's sleep by has had the blessing of most
and the ior, it plays an indirect part la
al se,chnique which is facetiously described by
what was happening in the city the whites, the churches
Most educators are opposed to parents
molding public sentiment. The encd to
where in 1861 he took his oath of state.
e critics as "hiss and groan" method, sharing that aspect of the teacher's responof law is itself a form
forcemere
was
he
how
L's altells
Confedhe
the
book,
of
President
his
as
In
office
tresses that learning to read begins with
Such parental participation ends
of peaceful persuasion. But t is
philosoGhandi
nd the
the
by
over
won
eracy.
up in confusing the children and making
he alphabet and how each of its letters sibility'
needs help. The courts can
fel to
This young, dedicated minister phy and makes some statements law
the classroom experience rather tardy and
ounds.
desegregation of the public
.( mail
made the bones of many a which I believe are worth end- order
has
schools. But what can be done to
These sounds and letters produce words, frustrated.
dead rebel rattle since 1956. With- less repetition. In the chapter,
mitigate the fears, to disperse the
Terman and Walcutt take a contrary
de la?
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411(•-ARDIENEE
BOURBEAU,
19, is winner of the first
bathing beauty contest held
in the Miami Beach area. The
young lady is very appealing
but the camera angle fails
to show the chemise -suit to
advantage, it seems. Miss
Bourbeau was chosen the
winner from 11 contestants.
UPI Telephoto

SIX LOVELIES flank Mrs. Lyn Sturper (center)
world's women's champion Drag-Strip Racer. One of
them will be crowned "Miss Drag Strip" Sunday, Sept.
14, during Daddie-O-Daylie Day celebration on U. S. 30
Dragway (Lincoln Highway) three miles south of Gary.
Charmers are Frances Thompson, Wanda Dodson, Virginia Hines, Evelyn Thornton, Zeola Jones and Barbara
Jean Glenn.

JAMES B. ARMBRUSTER looks at load of gravel which spilled from
his truck and partially covered auto at left in St. Louis. Accident occurred when Armbruster turned sharply to avoid hitting another truck,
which had stopped suddenly in front of him. Truck turned Over when
the load shifted. UPI Telephoto

CAROLYN VENATOR, 15year-old bride, bends down to
kiss her husband, Sgt. Robert
Venator, 27, in Meadowbrook
hospital, East Meadow, N. Y.
Venator shot himself in the
stomach after an argument
with his wife over her refusal
to accompany him to Germany if he is transferred
there. He was placed on the
critical list. UN Telephoto

SOUTH DADE COUNTY (Fla.) farmers are ready for the frost in their
area. They've collected old tires to use in setting up smoke pots which
create a warming smoke screen to protect the crops. UPI Telephoto

MRS. GENERAL Albert Osborn of Bornemouth and London. England
does a little recruiting for Salvation Army in Seattle as she adjusts
bonnet on Mrs. W. J. Linde. Mrs. Osborn is daughter of the Army's first
elected general, the late Gen. E. J. Higgins, wife of retired international
general, and — a general herself. She's on a speaking tour of U. S. and
Canada. UPI Telephoto

LEBANESE REBEL army soldiers train rifles and automatic weapons
over sandbagged position on edge of rebel-held zone near Beirut as gua
fighting erupted for the first time in almost a week UPI Telephoto

For Dear Old Alma Mater

It's A Tradition With Fisk Student Leaders: Retreat At Camp Dogwood

Love, associate professor of physical education. Photo C:

• FIST UNIVERSITY student leaders traditionally re*urn to their Nashville campus several days before the
Wpening of ekhool and journey to Camp Dogwood, some
17 miles from the campus, for the Fisk Student Leadership Retreat. With the beauty and quiet of nature as an
inspirational backdrop, they sit down with administrative officeN and faculty members to plot the year's program of student activity. Photo A: E. Wellington Butts
of Newport News, Va., points out the camp's landmarks to Miss Norma Hoffman of Charleston, S. C.
Photo to B:

• FULL SESSION of retreaters concentrates on problems involved in student government. Leading the panel
discussion are left to right Thomas Rozzell of Gastonia,
N. C., student council president; E. Wellington Butts of
Newport News, Va., and Miss Wilma Ray of 4sheville,
N. C. At right is Miss Ruth Ramble of Baton Rouge, La.,
retreat secretary. Student leaders were at Camp Dogwood September 4-7 before returning to the Fisk campus
to act as hosts and hostesses to new students. Photo D:

• OPENING DAY PROGRAM for Fisk Retreat gets
a going over from student officers and some of the Fisk
staff members who consulted with retreaters. Left to
right around table are Miss Ruth Ramble of Baton
Rouge, La.; Mrs. Margaret Simms, head resident counsellor, Scribner hall; Thomas Rozzell, Gastonia, N. C..
president of student council; Mrs. Sara Jeffries, head
resident counsellor, Bennett hill; James R. Smothers,
Jr., registz ar and director of admissions, and Mrs. Mabel

• RETREATERS DIG IN for dinner. Menu includes
chicken, rice, green peas, raisin and carrot salad, rolls.
milk and ice cream. Clockwise around this table are
Miss Caroline Lamar of Augusta, Ga.; Miss Norma Hoffman of Charleston, S. C.; Delbert Glover of Savannah,
Ga.; James R Haynes of Louisville, Ky.; Clarence Woods
of Birminghrm, Miss Ann Carol Raney of Newport News,
Vs.; Miss Ira] Davis of 'Miami, and Miss Stephanie
Adams of Los Angeles. Photo E:

• INFORMAL DISCUSSION is held just after lunch
with James R. Smothers, registrar and director of admission, the main target of questions. Clockwise are DeWitt Dykes of Knoxville, Tenn., back to camera; Mrs.
Sara Jeffries, head resident counsellor, Bennett hall;
Smothers, Miss Caroline Lamar of Augusta, Ga.; Julio.;
Lester of Nashville, E. Wellington Butts of Newport
News, Va., and Horace Green of Lima, Ohio. Photo F:
• TAKING ADVANTAGE of the sunshine and glorious
scenery at Czmp Dogwood, Mrs. Mabel Love, associate
professor of physical education, center, talks out a project with Delbert Glenn of Savannah, Ga., and Miss Freddye Moon of Oklahoma City. Retreaters worked out
plans for freshman orientation, discussed student personnel services, campus 'I'V, the student newspaper and
magazine and plotted improvements in student contributions to the general welfare of the university. Photo G:
• CHEWING OVER the day's events in the camp's
women's quarters are Miss Stephanie Adams of Los 4-

geles, in upper left bed; Miss Ira] Davis of Miami, in
lower bed; Miss Ann Carol Rancy of Newport News, Va..
at left on the floor, and Miss Mose Yvonne Brooks of
Memphis. Photo H:
• REAL BULL SESSION is held br group of male
retreaters outside tent in which they lived. Delano 0'.
Banion of Chicago, top, looks down on his tent mates:
clockwise. Raymond Moorhead of St. Croix, Virgin Islands; Harold Shaw of Chicago, Charles Gerald of Sea!N.J. Photo I:
ford, Del., and Carnie Bragg of Paterson
• TIME OUT FOR FUN finds this quartet at the camp
swimming pool. In the water, Delano O'Banion of Chicago gets help from his home town buddy, Harold Shaw,
as they try to entice Miss Mattie Jo Alexander of Ft.
Pierce, Fla., into the water. Observing the horseplay
is Keith Guy, also from Chicago. (Photos Gunter Studios
Nashville).
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Today's youngster looks 1 o r-' youngsters well - gloved. So much
ward to the yearly back-to-school time is spent searching for lost
shopping tours with mother. 'With, mittens when the child is anxious!
so many things to buy, it's neces- to get outdoors with his friends.!
sary to decide on just those items There's always the problem of
which will make a complete ward- protecting his hands from the winOMAHA, Neb. — Urban League
robe and at the same time keep try elements even though he corn.
plains that gloves are unmanag- Guild members spread democrawithin a budget.
when wet, or just plain cy by helping extend the botmdarUsually, Morn has to figure on able, cold
bright col- les of opportunity for citizens of
at least two or maybe three pairs uncomfortable. Kayaks
easier to all races, according to a Cincinof warm gloves for her active ors not only make them
attractive nati guild executive.
offspring each year. What with find, but they are more
they
Because
set.
Mrs. Roberta le. Wooten was the
hockey, snowball-making and the to the younger
coldest keynote speaker at the annual
like, youngsters can ge through stay flexible even in the
crack
not
but
bend
will
—
weather
meeting of the women's volunteer
ordinary gloves in a matter of
day
days — or so it often seems. I —they wear comfortably all
unit of the National Urban League
accomplish
can
Youngsters
long.
For years, plain woolen gloves'
in the Hotel Blackstone.
them—
have been used to keep children's any task when wearing
She described the guild memlacof
job
hands warm. And they worked—! including the intricate
ber as "a unique volunteer who
except when they became soaked ing ice skates.
In her dedication to the League
The tapered fit and snug knittedi program shows conviction about
in cold winter rain of frozen in
gloves
and
mitts
the show. To provide adequate cuff of Kayaks
the rights of her fellowman."
protection for children and teen- hug the hand and wrist, keeping
The right to be a guild memgauntlet
The
dry.
and
warns
them
agers during the wintertime, there(
ber, Mrs. Wooten said, "extends
cuffs'
the
over
well
reaches
style
is now available a full line of
to all women who recoil from ecowatertight mitts, gloves and gaunt- of the jacket to keep out water, nomic deprivation, poor housing
lets — called Kayaks. A sturdy, and wind.
and inadequate health and welfare
Despite their many features. Ka- services
vinyl coating and fleece-napped
lining keep hands warm and dry, yaks are low in price. Available
She asked further dedicated
in the most inclement weather. in fireman' Red, royal blue and work by members, especially durThis waterproof vinyl coating is
current racial tensi ons.
ing
in
brown, Kayaks come
abrasion - resistant, almost inde- cordovan
"When confusion and misunderstructible — while the fleecy lin- sizes for children up to fifteen standings occur," she said, "proing keeps the hands warm. Kay- years of age. Glove models are gress can be no more than temaks can withstand the roughest priced at 89c a pair, the mitts at porarily delayed."
treatment without puncturing or 59c and 79c (jumbo size) and the
The Guild meeting, attended by
gauntlets are $1.19 a pair. Kayaks women from all sections of the
tearing.
re.
leading
Most mothers will agree it's a can be purchased at
United States, was arranged by
constant nuisance to keep theim tail outlets.
Mrs. Verne W. Vance of Omaha.
It was held as part of the sixday annual conference of the National Urban League, which opened Saturday Sept. 6 in Hotel Sheraton•Fontenelle.
The League, an interracial agency, seeks to improve social and
economic conditions of the urban
Negro. It is non-profit and nonnamesake.
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ment provided by the guides and the response by Miss Patricia
hostesses. The remainder of the Jones of New Hope, The Home
week was spent in taking place- Baptist choir under the direction
ment tests, getting registered and of Mrs. Daisy Cook furnished the
the climax was a program of music for the occasion. Other
Harmon, Mrs. Jerry Johnson,
lowing at 9 p.m. Memphis'
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right we have Mrs. Lougenia
Inter-Collegiate Athletic Associachurch. Mrs. Mary Perkins and
tion in Atlanta, Ga. This meeting is
J. D. Darnell are captain and coheld for athletic directors, coaches
captain of the group.'It was reand officials belonging to the
grettable that Mr. Darnell was unSouthern Conference. Officials atsole to be present due to illness
tending from this area were Wit- ut his
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Rack to school go the young- homemaker rarely thinks in terms their flavor.
"Besides sandwiches, however,
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tional meeting here last week.
The Grays also operate a real day science can be expected to
Mrs. Gray attended the Alpha
Board; also Sister Balark of Lex- chairman for the day.
searches, assists in nomenretention or the duration of its
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Hicks is the wife of Dr. Leslife.
as a hosiery nook. Their oldest and a whoop of joy from the
niversary in Washington, D. C.
representing the citizens of Jack- own, will speak at The evening
chemists.
lie Hicks, assistant professor
Seen in styles for every occaDuring the Boule social whirl, daughter, Miss Evelyn M. Gray, youngsters.
son, Mrs. Georgia Wade, secre- services. They are asking all to Gray visited with his congress- was graduated from Los Angeles
sion, the gently squared-off shoe
tary cif the church and Elder Bala- worship with them.
is designed in a great variety of
man, Gordon L. McDonough, and State college, and is now teachnew patterns to suit every man's
listened in on the discussions in ing in the city schools of Los Antaste.
the House of Representatives. geles.
Often the toe is accented with
While in the nation's capital, the
stitching, leather overlays or fine
Grays stopped at the lavish Sher.
seaming. And equally often, it's
aton-Park hotel.
perfectly plain to emphasize the
Enroute back to the West Coast
basic good looks of the leather
the Grays visited in Leavenworth,
and the clean line of the silhouette.
Kans., with Gray's brother, Dr
The adage "beauty is only skin vidual complexion needs, just as 60 seconds after it was applied.
In the leather line-up, biggest
here (Homecoming) Nov. 22, Clef- M. T. Gray, and with their brothvitamins And the results seem to be cuBy WILTON C. SCOTT
deep" is outmoded as of They, your system takes the
the fine grains—lightly
Mr.
and minerals it needs from the mulative, so that regular one-min- news is in
Head coach Richard K. Washing lin college, there; Nov. 27, Paine er-in-law and sister-in-law,
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etched textures, lustrous aniline
and Mrs. Marshall Jackson of
food you eat.
ton reports that 40 Tigers report- college, here.
tit applications night and mornparty.
responsible
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and soft, smooth leathers.
Penetrating almost instantly so ing for a period of a week of more finishes
All home games to be played on Kansas City, Mo., where Mr.
ed for opening football drills at
For the redoubtable Lilly has that its effect is noticeable in one has shown truly miraculous re- Brushed leathers, very important
the Savannah State college athletic Jackson is a supervisor of mails
Savannah State college.
Among the newest confections
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man; Eddie Bell, guard, Macon; Tigers were as follaws: Won 2, Hewitt of Muskegee, brother and freshing finish to any meal is a and skin texture from deep within (protective forces developed by the Dried-out "summer skin" causbutter mint that combines sweet —and all in the matter of one skin against harsh external form, ed by sun and wind suddenly beEddie Bryant, halfback. Macon:1 tied 2 and lost 3.
sister-in-law of Mrs. Gray, an d
minute!
es) which is necessary for ward- comes moist and fresh, and wrincream butter with fresh mint.
Coach Washington's assistants with John Cooper,
James C. Bowen, guard, Albany;
editor and pubRobert Casty. guard, Statesboro; for this year are Marion Menden- lisher of the Oklahoma IndependThe result of several years re• The new preparation, called ing off pimples, black-heads and kles, age and fatigue lines just
liqui- enlarged pores.
William Canty, halfback, States- hall and John Miles.
seem to melt away.
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By GENE BLUDEAU
Ralph Tiger Jones, a veteran
middleweight trial horse, tossed
Yonkers, N. Y., In third mai
ON THE BUTTON — Mickey
road block into the rising career
of their scheduled 10.rouuder
Crawford of Saginaw, Mich.,
of Mickey Crawford Wednesday
at Chicago Stadium. Jones won
lands a hard right to the jaw
night by stopping the young welon TKO in 10th. UPI Telephoto.
of Ralph (Tiger) Jones of
terweight in the 10th round of their
televised bout at the Chicago Stadium.
The end came' a 104 of the
10th, after Crawford had hit the
canvas for the second time in the
round. Jones, who found the 24
year-old Saginaw, Mich., welterweight a moving but not a difficult
target, scored his first knockdown
Douglas, Ga.; George Jackson,
By WILTON C. SCOTT
in just under one minute of the
Head coach Richard K. Washing- tattnall County High school, Reidslath.
ton reports that 40 Tigers report- ville, Ga.; Joe Louis Mincy, TettCrawford arose glassy-eyed after
ed for opening football drills at nail County High school, Reids.
the mandatory eight count and was
Savannah State college.
ville, Ga.; Willie J. Hightower,
nailed by a long right hand to the
Among the returning Tigers are Dock Kemp High school, Wright'.
temple before he could swing a
Willie Batchelor, halfback. Quit- bridge, Ga.; B S. Caswell, Brune.
punch. Ile hit the deck for anothman; Eddie Bell, guard, Macon; wick; Willie Benyard, Savannah;
er eight count. Referee Joe White
Eddie Bryant, halfback, Macon; Robert Young, Savannah; Wil.
TWO DOWN — Mickey
SHARING A TOWEL at IlliRalph (Tiger) Jones with him
Brown, a junior, both fulldium. Jones won bout on
waited until Crawford was erect to
James C. Bowen, guard, Albany; liam Browning, Daytona Beach,
ford (on bottom) sinks to
nois erectice ses bit are flirt
during 10th round of their mid•
back candidates from Mendcall a halt and award a technical
TKO in same round. UPI Tele.
Robert Canty, guard, Statesboro; Fla. Edward Reid, Savannah; T,
canvas dragging his opponent,
team right en-1 Ron Hill (right)
dieweight clash at Chicago Staota, Ill. Towel was welcome
knockout to the veteran 30-year-old
photo.
William Canty, halfback, States- Brown, Savannah; James Owens,
of 1,, cl.elle, ill and varsity
relief as Coach Ray Eliot ran
Jones.
boro;
Moses Calhoun, tackle, Sa- Savannah; R. Camp, Stanton, N.
hopefuls (left to right) Marboys through their strenuous
There were no earlier knock
vannah;
Donald Davis, center, C.; James Davis, Macon; Ross
shall Starks, left-half, Rock3-hour one-a-day drill. l'Pl
downs, but Jones had the fight
Quitman; James Davis, end, Ma- Davis, Macon, James Gaines, Alford, Ill., sophomore; Bill
Telephoto.
sewed up as he entered the last
con; Nathaniel Davis, half-back, bany.
Brown, sophomore and Jim
round. He found the green CrawAnnister. Ala.; Jesse Carter, cenTheodore Wright, sr., director of
ford a sucker for a sneaky right
ter, Macon; Willie Dukes, guard, athletics releases
the gridiron
hand and rocked his foe at least
Savannah; James Hall, guard, Sa- schedule.
Oct. 4, Edward Waters,
two or three times each round
vannah; Rosie Harris, full-back,
there; Oct. 10, Florida N. I. M.,
with the blow.
Quitman; Roy Hayward, end, Winhere; Oct. 17, Morris college here;
Jones. a middleweight of Oft
ITTA BENA, Miss. — Sixty canWhen questioned about new ma- able and willing to produce."
ter Park, Fla.; Roland James,
baits and "On Camera" for his
Oct. 25, Benedict college, there;
didates converged Saturday on terial, Coach Smith refused to The "Del Devils" are defending half-back,
Savannah;
Moses
46th TV fight, took charge from
the football practice field at make any direct observations, but SCAC conference champions from King, full-back, Saaannah; Elijah Nov. 1, Albany State college,
the\ opening bell with his stalking,
Mississippi Vocational college task said, "I am quite certain of the the past two years. It will be McGraw, end, Savannah; John there: Nov. 7, Alabama State colboring in style.
of becoming components of the potentialities of many of my boys, much interest and anxiety that we Price. full-back, N. C., Ulysses lege, there; Nov. 15, Clark college,
Crawford, a hit-and-run specialist
it is juel, a matter of bringing follow the "Green and White clad Stanley, half-back, Dublin; John here (Homecoming) Nov. 22, Clef.
"Delta Devil" squad.
was belted off balance continually. EAST LANSING, Mich. — Take. back," says Coach Duffy Daugher- 1958
New coaches Leroy Smith and around those already in evidence Devils" through the nearly pres- Strong, half-back, Albany; Floyd ln college, there; Nov. 27, Paine
Jones staggered him in the sec- the soundest, best-manned posi- ty, "Don Arend has shown flashWalker, tackle, Savannah, Henry college, here.
tion on the Michigan State var- es of greatness and we 'wipe he'll Robert Hill conducted the opening and bring out others who are cap- ent season.
ond, when he shot an overhand
All home games to be played on
Wesle y, half-back, Savannah;
football team, mix in one accept the challenge before him day workout in grim consternaright to the jaw near the end of sity
James Williams, end, Savannah. the Savannah State college athleUe
and two academic ineligi- and really move up strong. Also. tion, implicitly aware of the
the round. Only the fact that Jones injury
bilities and ,presto, you have the Bob Bereich has played some at dreaded problem of the coaching
Coach Washirotton points out that field.,
failed to step away saved CrawNo. 1 problem spot worrying the position and knows it well," profession — that of rebuilding a
we have several promising freshLast seasons scores for the
ford fro % a knockdown.
graduation riddled squad — into
Spartan coaches as the start of Duffy continued.
men. They are Joe Oliver, Hunger- Tigers were as follaws: Won 2,
Jones rocked Crawford in the
fall practice approaches.
ford High school, Winter Park, tied 2 and lost 3.
Arend is the Benton Harbor sen- a representative club.
third, fourth, sixth and seventh
They must close the slots in
The position is fullback. It Was ior who enjoyed an excellent soFla.; James Colbert, Spencer
Coach Washington's assistants
rounds with the same sneaky right.
as sound as Gibraltar when Blan- phomore season but slumped last the forward wall vacated by WO
High school, Columbus, Ga.; Paul for this year are Marion MendenHe opened a slight cut over Crawche Martin gamboled so brilliant- year and did not letter. He's a ham Lindsey 295 pound tackle.
Buchanan,
Carver
High school, hall and John Miles,
ford's left eye in the ninth with
ly in it last spring. Then came bruising runner with good speed. James Jones 270 pound guard; All
the same punch and a pair of left
the injury to his knee in the clos- Bercich, junior, from Summit, Ill., Conference end and Captain Lawhooks followed.
ing minutes of the Old Timers' moved to !eft half from fullback son Persley; and Stanley Hines
Crawford. weighing 154 pounds,
game which concluded spring in the spring and now comes back 260 pound All-Conference and Allwas stepping out of the welterdrills. There followed surgery and to his former berth. Bob can do American guard who was drafted
weight division in which he has
the sidelining of Martin for this everything well.
by the Philadelphia Eagles at the
won most of his 22 fights.qaqaq
fall. Next came the ineligibilities
National Football League. Gone too
A couple of other possibilities
won most of his 22 fights.
of the two top sophomore pros.
Ii
All-Conference QB Nathaniel
are Bob Ricucci and Bob HandJones, Yonkers N. Y., scaled pects, Sanford
Meggert, of Alpe- loser. Ricucci
McGinnis
and 118 Earnest Riggins
1554 for the bout, his first in na, last
is a junior from
spring and Danny Ane, Chicago's
Leo high. He's a hard- and Rudy Battle; and FB ColeChicago since h, scored an upset of Honolulu,
Hawaii, after sum- working youngster
who came to man Lindsey.
decision over Sugar Ray Robinson, mer term.
Choosing from the 16 returnees,
camp late last fall and showed
the middleweight titlist, in an overBut State isn't planning on playrapid improvement. The eirly Acting Head Coach Leroy Smith
weight match.
ing a three-man backfield this
three-deep lineup lists him as the will no doubt gear his rebuilding
A slim crowd of 876 returned a fall. The problem
RULES MEET PRINCIPALS:
ficials; L. T. Walker, Durham,
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Athletic administrative agency in matter'
exists, but so No. 3 man.
Program around ends Nelson Jacknet of $907.83 to the International do potential solutions.
Among the principals particiDirector H. B. "Bus" Thompson of eligibility, rules and regulaCIAA statistician; Hornsby RoHandloser lettered as a sopho son, 6'3" 190 and Ostranda Lane
Boxing Club, sponsors of the tele- 1 "We have several
pating in the CIAA Rules Inof Fisk university has been nam- tions, conducts statistical services
well, Greensboro, in charge of
boys cape‘.."1", 175. Lane as a freshman was
vised match.
terpretation Clinic conducted
ble of doing a fine job at full- more in 1956, then tailed off last
local arrangements and Dr. ed to the Basketball Committee in most of the sports in which
year when he played only 16 min- very impressive and won acclaim
- - last week at A&T college were
C. U. Debarry, Elizabethtown,
of the National Association of In- members are active
utes. But with new opportunity, as a "Most Outstanding" end.
and encourarmstrong, Rocky Mount, compresident of the Piedmont ter-collegiate Athletics, marking ages and conducts
he could regain his old form.
Tommy Allen 6'5" 190, will also be
athletic events
missioner of CIAA football ofBoard
of Athletic officials.
the first time a Negro has serv- for members on an
looked
to
for
support.
strong
intersec.,
Two other athletes listed for
ed on this NAIA committee.
FORT ERIE. Ont., — (UPI) — son, he was promised a
tional and national basis.
possible fullback duty are sophomore newHe showed great abilities at
Heavy-punching Rocky Fumerelle television shot in either
After accepting the invitation
Rockes comers Santo Pasqualucci, 170- both end and tackle position and
Gus Fish of Emporia St ate
looked for bigger game on the, ter or Syracuse, N. Y.
from Al Garten, NA1A president,
pounder from Weymouth, Mass., won the title "Most Outsanding"
Teachers college, Emporia, Kans.,
home front after scoring a second"Bus"
Thompson
said.
"I
cerA crowd of about 1,000 saw Fu- and Jim French, 210-pounder from freshman athlet e. Returning
is supervisor of the Basketball
round knockout over Bobby John- merelle unleash a savage attack
tainly consider this one of t h e
Corry, Pa. Also, sophomore Al tackles Walter Hollerman 511" 195
Committee and Sam Hinesman of
son of Indianapolis for his 18th, last week to make the
high
honors
of
my
career.
I
am
plodding Luplow, of Saginaw comet be and Fred Smith 6'5" 180; guards
Arkansas Tech, Russelville, Ark,,
straight pro boxing victory.
extremely happy to work with
Johnson his 12th knockout victim. switched there from left halfback. Billy Johnson 6'2" 180 and James
the other Basketball Committee is chairman.
Fumerelle, a good-looking mid• Johnson with a good belt to
the
Whoever gets the call has big Rogers 5'8" 175 will carry the
dleweight prospect from Buffett:1H body, then floored him for eight.
members toward achieving t h e "Bus" Thompson, who coaches
shoes to fill. The replacement for brunt of the work in these openN. Y . has done most of hie box- with a right to the chin.
goals which mean so much to in- Fisk Bulldog teams, is a graduAnother ' all intents and purposes fills in ing weeks of workouts. For a new
ate of Bluefield State college and
ing on t h e Pacific Coast but wicked right to the body
tercollegiate athletics."
finished for graduated Don Gilbert, who look haekfield the key reternees
returned home recently to cam- the Indianapolis scrapper at 1:18.
NA1A in its aims and object- holds the master's degree in phy' gained 275 yards last year, and figure to be Frank Hunter, Eddie
sical
education from New York
paign around Western New York. I Fumerelle weighed 155 to 161
CINCINNATI — (UPI) — Es- I think they should give me a fair ives and in its overall program
Martin, who picked up 528 yards Brown, Kenneth Hilts, and EuIf he made quick work of John for Johnson
heavyweight champion Ezzard physical examination, then I'm seeks to establish the athletic university and is completing work
in the 1057 season.
gene Bright.
Charles expressed amazement at sure they'll find me in plenty good program of the nation's small- on the doctorate atthesame
er colleges and universities on a institution. He joined the Fisk
the National Boxing Assn. seeking shape."
his suspension if he attempts a
Trainer Jimmy Brown asserted: sound, educational basis, both in staff eight years ago.
the
districts and in the national
A native of Gary, W. Va..
comeback.
"I call that putting the cart before
Thompson was an All-CIAA half
. The NBA, at its annual conven- the horse, for the simple reason competitions.
The
Association
is
back
composed
at Bluefield. He was named
lion in Las Vegas, Nev., unan had they seen 'Ea' work, then they
of
approximately 450 colleges a n d All
mously passed a resolution recom- could pass judgement.
American in 1934 and 1936.
mending that any of its state co m- "But, you don't do this on hear- universities in the United States, He also earned letters in basketmissions suspend Charles if he at- say without even seeing the man Hawaii and Alaska. It acts as an ball and baseball.
tempts to fight in their states.
work. Have they suspended Sugar
"I can't understand why they Ray Robinson? No. Did they ever
would do that," Charles said when suspend (Jersey Joe) Walcott'
told of the NBA action "especially after my first comeback perCharles indicated he was still
By OSCAR FRALEY
things I do include pulling 17- the letters we have recessed.
formance in (Fairmont) W. Va. going forward with plans for a
NEW YORK,— (UPI) —
, "Sure, I had it tough before," pound sandbags and, ill get my "He will," the doctor said firm- , (Aug: 29, against Johnny Harper, Sept. 28 bout in Juarez, Mexico,
is," said the doctor, "nothing less I he said, "but nothing like this. elbow down, I can pick up 20
ly, "mean more to more people of Steubenville, Ohio) which, I won and would fly down and back. He
The toughest moment was when pounds easily."
than magnificent."
with some to spare."
currently holds down a 40-hour a
Roy Campanella didn't hear him. my car slid off the road and hit
Once one of baseball's most pow. from now on than he did during
The former champ added: "1 week job with the state,
The former Dodger catcher, para- that pole. My first thought was erful performers, Campy regard- his great baseball career.
lyzed in a January automobile ac- to turn off the engine — and ed those feats mentally for a mocident, still sat bright-eyed in his then I found out I was paralyized. ment, prouder of them than of
"The second toughest thing was his three Most Valuable Player
wheelchair in the next room.
But the' doctor summed it up the second day, in the hospital," awards..
fully after Campy's first open! he added. "I knew I had pneumon- "Don Zimmer. Johnny Padres
press conference following four! ia and I couldn't breathe They and John Roseboro three former
months of treatment at the Insti- had to slit my throat and put in Dodger teammates) were in to
tute of Physical Medicine and Re- i a tracheotomy tube
see me and they were surprised."
''Ti be paralyzed and not able to he chuckled. "They
habilitation.
said 'Boy, we
breathe
is
a
pretty
tough
feeling.
never did any of this tough stue
For it was the old, cheerful,
I
didn't
think
l'd
make
it.
In
spring training.'"
ouick-on•the-quip Campanella once
Campanella is learning to slid.
known as the "good humor man" "I really prayed that night," he
from his wheelchair into -an auto
)f the Dodgers who sat inside that! said slowly
Then ne waved one of those thin mobile. The effort paid off
'her room.
with a
arms and the old smile was hack. visit, for the past week end,
Not the same entirely.
to
"Nothing
can be too tough after
home and family.
He still is paralyized from the'
that.
Why.
I've
improved so much
leek down with only partial use of I
"I'm not concerned about my
It's not funny."
his hands and arms.
legs." he insisted stoutly, "I want
Campanella's
"level of pars• those hands and arms to work
Those once•hurly arms which rifled the ball all the way to second lysis" still is the same as when he right. Why, right now I can feed
entered
the
rehabilitation
col- myself (with special therapy in
base are shrunken to the pipe-stem
thinness of an undernourished 14- ter Meaning that he can't move struments) and touch any part of
from the neck down except to turn. my body.
year-old
The palms of those once-horny , the pages of his Bible and of the
"It may not sound like much to
newspapers and books he reads so you fellow."
mantis are a putty white.
he grinned, "but to
And that barrel body of the old avidly.
me it's all very wonderful."
Five hours each day he takes
roly-poly proportions is startlingAGGIES GET I.OTTA MAN—
the state. He is 67, weighs a
Back out in the hall Dr. How.
The biggest man ever to don
etrearn.lined under the blue therapy. The rest of the time he and A. Rusk was
robust 340-lbs., and wears a
talking again.
an Aggie uniform reported for
darks and the white sweater but- spends in bed
wise 18 shoe. Ile stands with
"Simply marvelous," he repeatfootball drills at ART College
'onto) tip tightly to the circular "I get oxygen to help my lungs ed. "Campy has
full Ole varsity players, Thombecome one of the
last
Monday. Re Is giant tack-leek brace.
and my talking, and before I great spiritual forces for the re.
as Sumiln, left, 200-lb., Washle, Bendel' Neal, center, of
But nothing had been able to couldn't talk too well," he said habilitation of
ington, B. C., guard and Hardisabled people all
Flizaleethtown, N. C., one of the
wipe away the smile or the opti- with facile swiftness. "Other I over the world. We
vey Stewart, 190-1b. guard ei
know this from
most sought after athletes in
Richmond, Va.

40 Men Turn Out
For Savannah • fit

Mississippi Vocational
Martin Sidelined; Facing Rebuilding Task
Hurts Mkh. State

•

Name Thompson
To Cage To Body •

Rocky Fumerelle Knocks Out Johnson

arles Amaze
By NBA's Stand

Roy Campanella: The Man WhoSays
111 Play Baseball Again, Watch'

ROY CAMPANELLA—"I'll play again"
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of East-View at., and is a student
at Afil State college, Nashville,
Tenn.
Mrs, Adelia Dawson of 433 So.
Shannon st , is visiting relatives
and friends in Memphis, Tenn.
Prof. John H. Parrish, ar., well
known Jackson educator, died last
JACKSON
Tuesday at his nome, .390 Berry
By C. A. AGNEW
at. Funeral was held last Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Harry D. Garvin at 3 o'clock from Berean Baptist
of Wells at., Mr. Ezra Hopgood, church of which he was a meniber
and Miss Temple Holt, spent their with the Rev. A. L. Campbell,
vacation in Philadelphia, Pa., and, pastor, officiating. Interment was
Atlantic City N. J. They visited in In Mt. Olivet Cemetery with Bledthe home of Mr. and Mrs. Ben soe Funeral Home in charge. Prof.
Curtis. Miss poll is the mother Parrish was principal of West
of Mrs. Curtis and Mrs Garvin. High school. Prof. Parrish is surThe vacationers reported a very vived by his wife, Mrs. Mildred;
enjoyable trip.
one son, Mr. John H. Parrish,
Mr. Charlie Louis Pant of St. jr.: one daughter, Miss R030 CaLouis, Mo.. was a visitor recently mille Parish.
in the home of his parents, Mr. Mrs. Beulah Gill of 238 South
and Mrs. James Anderson of 536 it., died last Sunday nite after an
Wilson at.
iliness of several months.
Mrs. Fannie Emory and her
Miss Gwendolyn Maze of 430
brother, Garfield Huey of Chicago, Short at., was a visitor over the
Ill., visited recently in the home of week end in the home of her friend
Mrs. Emory's daughter, Mrs. Ca- Miss Lucile Ross in Chicago, Ill,
therine Hill, of Jefferson and Short She also visited friends in St. Louis
at.
Mo,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D .McCorry and
Mrs. Mabel Belks of 113v5 East
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse McCorry and
three children have returned te Lafayette at., was called to Kase,usko
Miss., to be near the bedPaducah, Ky., after spending a few
days with their niece and her hus- side of her grandmother.
The funeral of Mrs. Lela Jot
,
band, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
clan was held Sunday afternoon
Pettis of Short st.
Macedonia Baptist church,
Members and friends of the from
First Baptist church of which the with the Rev. Robert Douglass ofRev. W. G. Terry is pastor spon- Misting. Interment was in Mt.
sored a beautiful bridal reception Olive cemetery with Ford Funeral
in honor of Mr. Marvin Spencer, home in charge.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Hine
goom and Mrs. Clementine Grimes
Spencer, bride. A beautiful pro- motored to Milan, Tenn , Sunday
to help celebrate their
afternoon
gram was rendered suitable to the
occasion. The bride and groom re- former pastor and his wife's 25th
ceived many beautiful and useful wedding anniversary, of Rev and
gifts which they appreciated very and Mrs. J. E. Bridgeman Mr. and
much. A two course menu was Mrs. Hicks were accompanied by
served which WAS 7njoyed by all. Monnle Rice, Mrs. Thompson and
The groom is the son of Mr. and Little Jessie B.
ness office; Fred Eady, dra- Mrs. George Spencer of 422 TanSgt. Cecil Steed, a graduate of
matics, and Miss Doris Leake, yard at., and a graduate of Merry Merry High is home after finishassistant director of co-curri. High achoo. The bride is the ing a four year term in the United
cuter sells Ities.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Grimes States Navy.
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NEW YORK — The following
statement was made
jointly at a press conference at
church headquarters in
New York by the Rev. Dr. Eugene
Carson Blake, stated
clerk of the United Presbyterian
Church in the IT. S. A.,
and the Rev. Dr. Theophilus M. Taylor,
moderator of the
church. As moderator. Dr. Taylor
_— -is the presiding officer of the
church. Dr. Blake, as stated clerk, And it seems clear that Gov.
is the chief administrative officer. Faubus, preaching platitudes about
The denomination has some democracy, is not interested in
3,000,00n members in churches in democratic rights for non whites
all states of the union. Following or eventual integration, but is aiming to thwart integration permaIs the text of the statement:
A crucial hour for race relations nently by using decent white citi•
s
as barriers to integration at
In our country has arrived. Eventsena
in the next few weeks in Southern a time when they would be wiser
schools will help set patterns and to act as guides, however difficult
attitudes for which we must ans- this may be. For the barriers will
wer for years to come. As officers be over-run, and the higher they
the United Presbyterian church are the harder they will fall.
In Virginia and elsewhere dethe U. S. A., and as American
spite the real difficulties presented
citizens.
we
strongly
desire by
predominantly Negro rural
and urge solutions to the problems
of racial integration that will give areas, ways must be found to
the fullest measure of justice to breach the barriers that have been
all concerned and cause the least thrown up and make an honest
start on integration. Otherwise we
amount of tribulation.
We are motivated by the fact only buy a little time at the price
that Negroes, not alone in the of greater consequences and pain.
To those who say that Negroes
South but in all areas of our
land, are discriminated against, are scholastically unfit for the leyoppressed, and denied rights that el of teaching in white schools,
are morally and legally theirs. As we suggest that academic tests for
Christians we cannot accept such admission be eats lished and apabuses without protest, nor can plied objectively to whites and Newe avoid the responsibility M work- groes alike. To those who urge
ing to correct them. There is no that Negroes aren't sufficiently
NEW FACES AT BENNETT—
assistant In clothing; Miss
tary I npublic relations office;
segregation at the foot of the Cross, clean or decent in their behavicr, Shown here are 11 of the IA
Clara Mauldin, director of
Miss Precious Copening, direr.
and the Church through its as- we suggest that standards of cleanpersons who joined the faculty
Barge Hall; Miss Pearl Mc.
torof Met-soar Hall; Miss Rosembhes has repeatedly taken the liness and social behavior be esand staff at Bennett college,
Whirler, director of Kent Hall;
vertu Miller, secretary in bust
stand that the segregation of peo- tablished in the schools and apGreensboro, N. C., last week.
ples on the grounds of race has plied equally to Negroes a n d
Miss Tiyette Neal. stenographLeft to right, reading from top
no place in a church or society whites.
ic pool; Miss Loretta lieu.
step down, are: Mrs. Arnieze
SOUTH'S CHANCE
that calls itself Christian.
nett. director of Jones Hall;
Ramseur, elementary educaIndeed, the South has the opportion; Miss Marlene Beavers,
Miss Geraldine Tillery, seem
/SUING !NEW/FABLE
tunity today of establishing model
There is something inexorable in school systems.
It should not pros- unparalleled opportunities. It is et- Finally, we recognize that all of
workings of God's law in his. titute or wreck
the ones it ha,
. ter to e a Negro on the path to full us, white and Negro, North and
ry. Peoples who are oppressed!
Similarly, those of us who are freedom than a racist whc may South are individuals under the
and discriminated against, oncej northerners have the
opportunity win temporary battles but whose judgment of God. None of us is
fully awakened, will not be stopped. today of
establishing model demo. message only intensifies hostili- without sin. Today is not a crucial
Moses and the ancient Israelites cratic housing
patterns by foster. ties and prolongs the conflict. The time inthe South alone. It is a crucould not be stopped by all the ing community
standards of good racist is on the way out, for inte- cial time for all of us to examine
might of Egypt. Nor can the power behavior in the acceptance
of those gration goes forward. God's jus- our own consciences, and to go forof the Western nations today pre- of other races into
our communi- tice will prevail. Negroes will be ward without evading the most
vent Asian and African peoples ties. We must cease
barring among the leaders toward a bright painful duties — even Federal pofrom attaining national freedom. Negroes from our
communities new day of brotherhood as they lice action in Little Rock if need
And no measures can finally stop and devaluating property
by panic continue to press their cause law- be.
the American Ni.gro from attain- selling when non-whites
arrive. fully, in the spirit of their great
As Christians as democratic citiing his rightful place in our democThe Negroes of America have Christian tradition.
zens, and as members of the huracy. Racial integration in our land
man race, let us avoid the blind
is inevitable.
alleys of racism and massive reThere are many roads that opsistance to the fundamental mindpressed peoples — and their cham
pies of Christianity and the law
pions who work for integration —
of the land, The eyes of the world
can follow, with results relatare upon us. Let us therefore have
ively good or evil. White and Nethe courage to understand one an
gro alike are fortunate in that
STARKVILLE
cage.
other, and go forward together on
American Negroes have chosen the
FANNIE MOORE
A ten (10) night revival was re- the path of cooperation and broth.
gibad of lawful procedure and fol- Mrs.ByAlmebra
James of Cleve- cently held at East Jerusalem erhood,
Igirw the Christian leadership or
land, Ohio, and little son spent a Baptist church, with the Rev. Dunsuch men as Martin Luther King.
few weeks visiting their grand can of Hattiesburg as speaker.
But whatever the road there are,
things got better in Detroit. Bemother and great grandmother,
Mrs. Julia Griffin who has been
always difficulties. Massive resist-,
Mrs. Sallie Cannon, of the Sand confined several weeks suffering a sides his wife Inez he leaves to
ance by pressure groups in a 50
mourn his passing five children,
stroke is now at her home and re- two brothers, his parents and a
ciety compounds the difficulties — CreekCommunity.
Miss Joyce Flemmings of Mt, ported to be doing nicely.
with unfortunate consequences.
host of relatives and friends. Cooks
Clemmet, Mich., was guest in the
Visiting in the home of Old Funeral Home was in charge
In ancient Egypt, things became
steadily worse until the Israelites home of Mr. and Mrs, Tommy Sleepy Paige last week were his with Rev. Applewhite officiating.
Norwood. Miss Flemmings is the brother and wife, Mr, and Mrs.
gained their freedom.
Funeral service for Mr. Tom
Mose Winston of Biloxi and Mr.
In the modern South, things will sister of Mrs. Norwood.
Mrs. Fannie Rogers and (laugh- Winston's daughter Mrs. Dorothy McLaurn, was held Sunday, Sept.
grow steadily worse until Negroes
7, from Pilgrim Bound Baptist
attain the equal rights they are ter Paulett spent Labor Day week Mae Bynum of 'Detroit, Mich., and church with the full Masonic rites
THESE PROMINENT North
Federal savings and loan aswane* executive and L A.
barn savings and loan associaend in Winona, in the home of her six children.
seeking. Resistance will only cornperformed, and Rev. R. W. WoulCarolina citizens participated
sociation for Greensboro. In
don, C. C Winchester, GreensRev. and Mrs. C. T. Allen.
Austin, Durham newspaper
Chicago,
of
Kennedy
Emily
Mrs.
pound the pressure for integration,
was
officiating.
McLaurn
lard
Mr.
In
a
recent
mass
the
group from left to right
meeting
boro readtor; J. A. TarpleS,
Misses Barbara Ann and Carolyn Ill., spent last week here visiting
publisher who delivered the
and massive resistance could force
morning
Monday
dead
on
found
which
seeks
the
opening
of
a
are:
J.
G. Stewart, Durham,
Longstreet, daughters of Mr. and her sister. Mrs. Fannie Expose.
Greensboro school supervisor;
main address.
the pressure dangerously high,
at 5:30 a.m, by his wife, Mrs.
secretary-treasurer of a Dui%
C. C. Spaulding, Durham inbringing far more disastrous con- Mrs. George Longstreet of St. While here they were called to Ella. Besides his wife he leaves
Louis,
Mo., spent two weeks in a New Orleans hospital to the bed
sequences for white people than
tion, and as a result aroused a B Sharp Music club, • branch oft
the home of their grandparents. side of their brother, Willie Owens. to mourn his passing a host of
the genuine difficulties they now
great deal of interest and corn• NANM, is being honored at an
relatives and friends. Cooks Funand Mrs. Ivory Campbell.
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Hartface in the transition toward an
ment among the delegates.
outstanding affair to be held at
Mr. Arthur Yarbough of St. Lou- well, Mrs. Zola Abram and Mrs. eral home was in charge of the
integrated, democratic society.
National Headquarters of the the Linden Manor ballroom, on
is, Mo., was the guest last week Maggie Fortenberry all of Colum- arrangements.
NNOC are at 1037 Evans at., N. Sunday, Oct. 28 in-St. Albans.
CRUCIAL TIME
Funeral services for Mr. Henry
In the home of his sister and her
visited in the homes of Robert
E. Washington, D. C.
The present time is crucial be- family, Mr. and Mrs. Lenady bia
A guiding light In the cultural
Harry Fortenberry the sons (H. N.) Jones, age about 50, was
and
cause we are poised between con- Moore.
The Opera Company was founded and civic efforts of her community
held Tuesday night, Sept. 9. in
Maggie.
Mrs.
of
THEODORE
By
C.
STONE
tinuing with racial integration or
fifteen years ago under her dy- Mrs. Sevier has made a contribuMrs. Mary Conway and little son
Mrs. Willie C. Owens and her Pilgrim Bound Baptist church with
permitting patterns of massive re' Kevin of St. Louis, Mo., are visitnamic leadership and has given a tion of invaluable importance over GREENSBORO N C — A earnMrs. Ozell Robinson of the full Masonic rites performed. REVEAL PLANS FOR
and
niece
tenet to it to develop further. ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
a long period of years, and the nano by local citizens to ge
Panama City, Fla., spent last H. N. died from a heart attack OPERA COMPANY
e precepts of Christianity and Fred Henderson.
group which she heads in coopers- $300,000 in subscribed deposits raweek in the home of Mrs. Owens' while fishing on a creek several
e lessons of history make it plain Mr. Edwin Docking, registrar
At a party honoring Mrs. Mary
tion with public officials and citl- quired to open a federal savings
miles below Cybur Thursday evat mother, Mrs, Donia Robinson.
hat the practical problem is to Tougaloo college spent the Labor
rens are uniting their sponsor- an loan association reached the
him were Mr. Carchvell Dawson, held in the
Mr, and Mrs. Rupert Kelly and ening. Fishing with
halfway mark last week.
break developing patterns of mass- Day week end with his parents,
home of Dr. Omega King, 5810 S
ing this tribute to her.
Chicago, Ill., spent Coleman and Homer(Man) Peters.
of
jr.,
Rupert
Organizing
Committee,
lye resistance and to proceed hon- Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Docking.
Parkway on Friday night many of
Her glowing report of the recent The
of Ru- These men stated that Jones never
home
in
the
here
last
week
estly as gracefully as possible with Mr. Dockins was enroute
tour of Europe was not only il- headed by E. E. Smith, local
to Too- perts' mother Mrs. Lizzie K. Cole said a word, when he was stnck- of plans that are now underway
integration.
luminating, but warm and vivid mortician, has procured subscripgaloo after finishing his work in Houston, Tex. and New Orleans ened. They rushed to him to try for the National Negro Opera
In Little Rock, because of the on his Master
Company's 1958-59 season.
tions from
charter members
with word pictures.
Deagree in New
Matthews Acker to assist him but he died before
Mrs.
and
Mr.
policy of Gov. Faubus, backed by York.
Mrs Savier's tour covered Eng- totalling $152,933 in the first month
they could make a move. Mr. Only last month Mrs. Dawson,
and son Curtis of New Orleans
a minority of political opportunists
land. Holland, Belgium, Germany, of its efforts. The group has six
Coleman walked about three miles and her concert company inc'ud• ••
spent last week end here and
and racial extremists, we are (ac.
Switzerland, Italy, Spain, France months in which to procure the
and got Mr. Rev. Otto Parker to ins members of the NNOC preOKOLONA
Catahoula visiting relatives and his
ed in practical terms with a choice
to
some
town
and the places that you have heard full amount of subscribed dehim
get
to
bring
sented a monumental performance
By MATTIE MOORE
mother, Mrs. Leola Acker
Mrs. Dawson
Dr. King
between two evils. But, we believe
'bout like Monaco. Isle of Capri ! posits,
help, while Homer stayed there to of Dett's oratorio "The Ordering
John and Jessie Brandon of
of
Sterling,
Sanwife
Carrie
Mrs.
that enforcing the law of the land Detroit
watch the body, Rev. R. W. of Moses" for the Elks conven- number of professional perform. and the wonderful city of Munich. The amount was swelled hy
were here Labor Day.
dy Sterling is confined to her home
as set forth in the Supreme Court
Woullard was the officiating minisOn a visit to the Chicago De- $32,715 with subscriptions at a
Mr. Lee A. Gates is leaving for suffering a stroke.
ances in New York City, Pittsdesegregation decision, and enforcfender this week, Mrs. Sevier in- mass meeting held at the local St.
overseas duty. His wife will re.
Mr. and Mrs. James Tyson are burgh, Washington, D. C., Chielect- ter. He leaves to mourn his wife,
was
Ford
Tommy
Lee
Mr.
Big it With troops and tanks if nectroduced her companion, Mrs. Matthews Methodist Church on
main here with her parents, Mr. ed to the city Police Department Bernetta, two sons Claude D. of the parents of a set of twins, two cago, and other Eastern cities.
essary, is a lesser evil — however
As a guest of Dr. King, Mrs. Lora P. Lewis, also a musician last Tuesday night.
ern Star MBC. Rev. A. R. Pear- to serve in the place of Mr. Ed-- Chicago, Freddie C. of this city, boys born last week in the local
undesirable — than the alternative
president of the B L. E. Austin, publisher
three daughters, Mrs. Louise Bre- hospital.
Dawson was welcomed by mem- and vice
son is pastor.
of a
gar Peters who resigned.
branch
Sharp
at St. Albans. Durham newspaper,
of buying temporary peace at the
and Miss Ola Mae of this
bers
of
the
Chicago
delivered the
Negro
and chil- land
Mr. and Mrs. Aleck Hills are
Opera
Baker
Catherine
Mrs.
By CLEY W. JOINER
Mrs.
Lewis,
chairman
is
price of:
the
of
and Mrs. Ora Lee of Michicity.
proud parents of a fine baby girl dren spent last week at Stateline,
The Church of God in Christ had Guild, an affiliate of the NNCC, the affair to be held in Mrs. Sa• main address. Speaking from the
gan. Baylous Funeral home was
it) continued denial of rights to named Annie Jane.
subject, "Discovering New From.
Miss. visiting her mother and .othvery nice services on the first Sun which has presented a number of vier's honor next month.
in
charge.
Negro American citizens; (2) inCircle No. 2 of Eastern Star er relatives and friends.
day with the pastor, Elder Mack performances here at the Civic The Chicago Symphony Orches- ties - Rediscovering Old Ones."
ceasing the pressure for integre- MBC was held at Mrs. Inez Gates.
Julia
who
was
Griffin
Mrs.
Opera House in years past.
he said "the institution, planned
Funeral service for Mrs. Burof Coffeeville at his post.
tra has set dates for 11 Popular
tion, thus compounding the diffl- There were nine present.
nice Drummond was held last stricken several weeks ago with a
The New Enon M. B. church held MUNDY SINGERS FESTIVAL
Concerts to be given on Satur- here marks a new frontier for
culties of transition; (3) setting a
stroke
was
to
rushed
the
loback
Mrs. Avery Moore's cousin from week at Pilgrim Bound Baptist
baptizing service on the first Sun- • The Mundy Jubilee Singers, di- day evenings in Orchestra Hall our people of Greensboro and the
Item of resistance that would Arkansas visited for the week end. church with the Rev. Frank Woods cal hospital last week. Her condi- day morning. The pastor,
beginning of a new economic
Rev, rected by James Allyn Mundy, next season.
emulated elsewhere, again at
Mrs. Ada Williams recently visit- officiating. Mrs. Drummonds died tion is very poor.
Joseph Mabrey performed the recently gave a music festival pro- The Orchestra will be conducted foundation for them."
e price of greater difficulty and ed her father, Mr. Sam Darden. in the State Mental hospital at
Little John Henry Davis, Jr., son ceremony.
Other speakers appearing inductgram
Baptist
at
Second
church,
in
Three candidates were
in this series by music director
pain; and (4) damaging the fabric
•••
Whitfield, Miss., where she had of Mrs Ella Mae Davie James baptized.
Maywood, where for the last Fritz Reiner, associate conduct- ed C. C. Spaulding, jr., Durham,
democracy
by
permitting
of our
been a patient for several months. left last week for San f'rancisco, Mrs. T. Thomas, a member of several years they have appeared or Walter Hendl, and concertmas- insurance official and a member
local extremists not only to con- PICAYUNE
She leaves to mourn her passing Calif., where he will live with his the Pilgrim Rest who had been ill annually.
ter John Weicher, Soloists will be of the board of directors of 1 Sayfly OLD SLEEPY PAIGE
travene the law but to hold sway
her husband, Mr. L. M. Drum- father, Mr. John H. Davis, sr., for several months passed last
ings and loan association in that
Sponsored by the officers and
ounc
be:ed later.
Mr. and Mrs Willie Brooks of mond, a sister of Chicago and a who spent last week here visiting
over the mass of law abiding local
week. Her funeral was held at members of the church and in apThe schedule for the season city; J. S. Stewart, Durham City
Benton Harbor, Mich., recently brother of Chicago, Baylous Fu- relatives and friends.
citizens.
Councilman and secretary - treethe Liberty Hill M. B. church, preciation for the support of the will
visited in the home of Mrs. Brooks nearl Home was in charge of the
OK FORCE
Mrs. Ruby Dial and Mr. Ernest Rev. J. M. Rudd officiating.
patrons and (toners of the church
Nov., Fritz Reiner; Nov. 8, surer of a savings and loan awe
We deeply sympathize with the sister, Mrs. Nancy Paige and oth- arrangements.
Williams both of Demoplies, Ala.,
Mr. George Joiner is very ill this unique program was present- Walter Hendl, Nov. 22, Fritz Rein- elation, who spoke on the history
citizens ef L'ttle Rock for the er relatives here and in CateFuneral service for Alvin (Nick) was seriously injured in a car also Mrs. loans Spriggs. Mr. Ed ed which featured Prof. Mundy, er; Nov. 29, Walter fiend]; Dec. of these organizations; Thomas
anguish that Federal police ction knula. Miss.
near McNeil, Fondren is recuperating.
Trotter was held last week at St wreck last week
and his singers.
13, Walter fiend!: Dec. 20, Walter Hairston. Winston-Salem credit
Mrs. Annie McGilherry was
wouldbring, especially in view of
Regular service was held at the
Matthews Baptist church of Good- Miss., when a tire blew out on
Among the soloists heard were Hendl; Jan. 10, Walter Hendl; union official and John Langford,
the century old conflict. But there recently called to Hattiesburg to year Alvin, the son of Mr. and their car and they lost control Harrisonville M. B. church. Rev.
Feb. 14, John Welcher; March 28, High Point, attorney, J. A. Tarp.
•• •
are times when such action may attend the funeral of her brother, Mrs. Isaac Trotter and the hesband of it. They were brought here for Thurmon Dandridge delivered t h
Grace Dunlap Sevier a former Fritz Reiner; April 4. Walter Men- Icy, principal of the local Dudley
be preferable, not so much to John McLeod treatment.
Williams
is
still
conkilled
himof Mrs. Inez Trotter
message. A youth program was Chicago musician who is just back d!, April 25, Walter Hendl.
High school presided.
"force integration" as to enforce
Mr. William Young of Chicago self Saturday evening with a gun fined and Mrs. Dial was transfer- tendered at the evening services
from a 7 weeks tour of Europe
No season tickets are sold for
rule by law instead of allowing recently visited his mother. Mrs. while in the home of his parents red to Mobile, Ala.
Mrs. Mary Adams, Sponsor; Miss' spent several days here this the popular Concerts. and tickets
A new four-year program leadmob rule. It is not really a ques' j Ara Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Jones are Johnson, mistress of ceremony. week renewing old friendships, go on sale three weeks in ad- ing to the degree bachelor
Mr. and Mrs. Trotter who had been
of
tion a "forcing integration," but
Mrs. Irene Harris And grand- living In Detroit, Mich., came here the parents of a little daughter, Rev, C. W. Joiner, guest minister. seeing the sights around town
and vance of each concert. As in the music, with a major in liturgical
ef permitting American citizens daughter, Linder Garner returned about three months ago, and after' born to them last week in the local The Brassel Chapel AME church saying
hello to musicians.
special
prices
reduced
will music and music education. has
past
- Negro pupils in this case —, home last week after spending a spending some time at Baton hospital. Mrs. Jones is the daugh- has its revival lagt week. It clog.
Mrs. Sevier, a resident of ex- he offered to groups of 50 or been announced for DePanl UM.
to exercise rights legally theirs as, few weeks visiting her sons and Rouge with his brothers he return- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene ed Friday with much success. Rev. clusive St. Albans, New York,
versity's School of Music by its
I daughters in Washington and Chi- ed here to make his home until Means.
members of our democracy.
J. Anderson, pastor.
wherc she is the president of the
NEW COURSE ADDED
dean, Dr. Arthur C. Becker.

Musicians

II

L
aunch Drive
To Open New
Loan Assn.

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Sept. 20, 1958

Stork Stops
The coach predicted more wins
for the squad.
"Hank" Delaney and N. Morris
are the coaches. L. R. Jackson
is the principal of the school.
•••
Still on the sick list in this community is Mrs. Mattie Mae WilA daughter, Catherine, to Mr.
liams, of 310 N. 13th at. The memBern at John Gaston hospital:...
806
of
Williams,
John
Mrs.
and
1958
Sept. 9,
BapSept. 6, 1958
bers of the New St. Paul
A daughter, Doris, to Mr. and Mississippi.
A son, Christopher, to Mr. and
tist church at S. 8th at., are reMrs.
and
Dunn.
Mr.
to
son,
Dennis,
1467
of
A
Wooten
Arthur
Wicks.
Mrs.
Mrs. Francis A. Tard of 559
questing that prayers be offered
A son, George, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Parham of 536 E. Essex.
A daughter, Ruby, to Mr. and
in her behalf.
of 1902 Brown. A son, Victor, to Mr. and Mrs.
Parnell
George
Pat1660
of
Crowley
?ars. Floyd
Mrs. Lorine Anderson, of 509 S.
A son, Rickey, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lacey of 629 N. Third.
ton.
26th st., has returned home from
A son, Gergory, to Mr. and
Tobb of 1901 Castalia.
Aaron
and
Mr.
to
Barbara,
daughter,
A
her vacation, visiting her sister,
A son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Del Atlas Henderson of 1013
Mrs. Elbert L. Jones of 266 Kirk.
Mrs. Girlen Hinds, in Indianapoof 1128 S. Orleans. Ezers rd.
• A son, Cedric, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Oglesby
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
lis, Ind. She was accompanied on
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Amos McWilliams of 1587 WitSam Williamson of 1182 S. Main. Ervin Norwood of 743 Alston.
the trip by her children, Marilyn,
llama.
A daughter, Carolyn, to Mr. and
A son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Rengia and Anthony Anderson.
A son, Willie, to Mr, and Mrs. Willie L. Wilson of 801 N. Sccond. Mrs. G. B. Batman of 584 F.
•
a •
Willie A. Sesley of 64e; Boston.
A son, Peirre, to Mr. and Mrs. Brown Mall.
A birthday dinner was served
A son, Joseph. to Mr. and Mrs Thomas Williams of 1323 S. Main.
A son, Mack, to Mr. and Mrs.
in honor of Mrs. Eldora Mitchell,
Joseph McNary of 617 Marble.
education. Shown at right, asAnnual Convention held recentTYPEWRITER WINSunday, Sept. 7, in Water Valley,
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs Mack Murton of 2199 Marble.
A son, Warren, to Mr. and Mrs. Quncie Dodson if 316 November
in
is
the
sisting
and
C.,
D.
is
presentation
Washington,
in
ly
Frederick, to Mr. and
Pre.
son,
Miss
A
NING TALKER —
Miss. Making this occasion possible
Fronk Franklin of 441 Beale.
Mrs.
Nettie
Underwood
an
Carter
Jackson,
receiving
shown
Pa.,
Surift.
Philadelphia,
thia Hall, of
6 at.
were Mr. and Mrs. Sam Morgan
A daughter, Gina, to Mr. and
grand daughter ruler of the
from George W.
and Mrs. was declared the winner of the
and
Mr.
Mr.
to
typewriter
Dexter,
to
son,
A
Serena,
daughter,
A
and Mr. and Mrs. Hawkins, cousMrs. James Curry of 3164 Alta.
IBPOE of W.
Lee, grand commissioner of
Mrs. James A. Stokes of 3357 J. D. Warren of 259 Ashland.
Elks' annual oratorical contest
ins of Mrs. Mitchell, who served a
A daughter. Marva, to Mr. and Chapel.
12, 1958
Sept.
59th
organization's
the
during
tasty menu. Present for the happy
Mrs. Ernest Dunlap of 990 LeA son, Troy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sept. 10, 19511
occasion were -hef. husband Mn.
A daughter, Fannie, to Mr. and Walter Mosey of 164 West McKelMitchell, and Air daughters,
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Harvesta Mrs. Alex Everhart of 1551 Ray- lar.
Misses Dorsey Lee and Maudine
Langhorn of 1447 Rozelle.
A son, David, to Mr. and Mrs.
burn.
Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor,
A son, Ernie, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter. Rose, to Mr. and A. J. Jackson of 1418 James at.
West Memphis. and Mr. and
of
and
Mr.
to
Janet,
Ernest Nelson, of 177 Cedar.
daughter,
A
Oak
1e166
of
Barnes
Mrs. Aryel
Mrs. Z. C. Williams of CrawfordsMrs. George Plummer of 2424 MidA daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Al- wood.
' Now that September has come,
'elementary teacher in the Crossett ville, Ark. The Mitchells live at 126
A son. Jackie, to Mr. and Mrs. way.
fred Lewis of 230 Shasta.
many of the younger set will be school system.
S. 12th st., West Memphis, Ark.
A daughter, Cheryl, to Mr. and
A daughter. Antoinetta, to Mr. James Sanford ef 936 Maple at.
•••
their
leaving
for
various
colleges
A son, Xavier, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. James Taylor of 152 Essex.
and Mrs. Willie B. Richard of
Mrs. Walter Moorehead Is 3 paFuneral services were held for
and universities.
A son, George, to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Holmes of 927 Florida.
928 N. Main.
tient
the
at
John
Gaston
hospital
D. C. Brown recently at the Lake
Some will be entering as freshA son, Reginald, to Mr. and Mrs. George Washington of 111 Kirk.
A daughter, Carolyn, to Mr. and
Grove Baptist church in Proctor,
men, sophomores, juniors and sen- in Memphis, Tenn,
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Robert Parson of 3536 Buster. Willie Moore of 2090 Rile.
The First Baptist chuscli observ- Ark. Mr. Brown passed on Aug.
iors.
o.I44141.
Sept. 7, 1958
A son, Cedric, to Mr. and Mrs. Irby Hitchings of 335 Edith.
Philander Smith college, Little ed their annual Women's Day pro- 26, at his home in Chicago, III. He
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Rob.
LEODA GAMMON
A daughter, Hilda, to Mr. and Larnell Jackson of 602 Alston.
Rock, Ark., Mae Orita McAlister, gram lisle); as their theme: "Wom- was the brother of Mrs. Essie SpatMrs. Edward Dotson, of 2953 Hale. A son, Arthur, to Mr. and Mrs. ent Harrison of 1388 Azalia.
Chu:-ch." with es, Percy Brown, of Chicago, Ill.,
Patricia West, Mercerdier Turn- an's Werk in
A daughter, Sandra, to Mr.
A eon, Dwight, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Strickland of 1474 Haven.
other an- OLIVE BISCUITS
the
of
some
like
Rice,
er, Leon Walker, Ethel Broadnax the following women appearing on Bob Brown, of Waverly, Ark, and
and Mrs. Walter Jones of 1534 DaMaIvil Tompkins of 1644 Lake Sept. 11, 1958
our area is 2-cups sifted enriched flour
of
crops
farm
inual
W. L. Purifoy, the late Mrs. Cora Fair. A brotherthe
Mrs.
program:
Barbara Turner, Willie C. Guess,
A daughter, Veronica, to Mr. and via.
Grove.
Here 1 tablespoon baking powder
Melvin McAlister, Claudie a n d Mrs. Roy D. Scott, Mrs. R. B. in-law to Frank Spates of ChiCynthia. to Mr.1 about ready for harvesting.
A daughter, Sylvia. to Mr. and Mrs Bill Gray of 87 W. Dison. A daughter,
we have a food that net only has!1 teaspoon salt
Clarece Hughes, Lola Williams, Bland, Mrs. C. T. Cobb, Mrs. Wes- cago, and a host of other relatives
A son, Sam, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Jack Stepter of 846 Polk.'
Mrs. Earnest Griffin of 1487 Sunitaste and blend appeal, it's one 1-4 cup shortening
ley Stewart, Mrs. Ida P Baker,
and Tommye Sisk.
Sam Baker of 959 Boston.
and friends survived.
set.
olives
stuffed
chopped
I of those foods with a history. Rice 1-4 cup
A. M. & N. college, Pine Bluff, Mrs. T. R. Delaney, Mrs. Eugene
A son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs.
Revs. W. W. Miller, church pasmilk
cup
3-4
to
Talmud
2-3
the Jewish
in
mentioned
is
Clara
McClendon,
Mrs.
Peoples,
Fannie
Lofton,
James
W.
Ark.,
Charles Robinson of 787 Alston
and by Greek historians and poets. Melted butter or margarine
Miss A. Williams, and Miss Edna tor, and E. Fall officiated at the
Bailey,
Arthur
Charlene
Johnson,
Mall.
It was brought to America in 1694. 2 tablespoons grated Parmesan Pryor, J. C. and Wayman Starks, Mae Purifoy. Music was furnish- services. Anthony Funeral home,
A son, Lester, to Mr. and Mrs.
Reuhardt, Ark., was in charge of
A ship blown off its course landed cheese
Willie Patt Choice and Kenneth ed by the Women's chorus. Mrs.
Patton.
1052
of
Mose Arnold
Charleston, South Carolina for Sift together flour, baking powd- West.
West and Mrs. S. B. Banks, the arrangements.
in
W.
J.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to
Barry,
A son,
Interment was the the Lake
repairs. The Captain of the ship der and salt. Cut or rub in shortenSouthern university, Bates program committee; Rev. A. D.
Andrew Merriweather of 695 Polk.
Grove cemetery.
left a handful of rice with the gov- ing. Add olives; mix well. Add Rouge, La., Cato Brooks, jr. Lin- Bell, pastor.
* ••
A daughter, Virginia, to Mr. and
ernor. This rice was used for seed. milk to make a soft dough. Turn coln. university, Jefferson City,
822 Lemoyne
Rev and Mrs. G. W. Pitts and
Mrs. Ed Kerr
Mt. Peries Grand Lodge and the
this has grown America's out on lightly floured board or pas- Mo., Evelyn Williams Vergie their daughter Janice left for
From
park.
Superior grand chapter met Sept.
extensive rice industry, which to- try cloth and knead gently 30 sec- Bland, and Onedia Patton.
Chicago, Ill., where they will 13 and 14 at 105 Poplar st., in
A daughter Phi'ilia, to Mr. and
•••
thick.
day furnishes the world with its onds. Roll out 14 inch
attend the National Baptist ConMrs. B. W. Burnette of 173 W.
Memphis. Mrs. Blanchie Baldwin,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard White and vention.
highest types and grades of this Brush with butter or margarine.
Holland.
Callian, have announced the enBy MARKHUM STANSBURY
Sprinkle Parmesan cheese over their god child, Jennifer Revie
of Columbus, Ga., wife of the
•••
important cereal.
I A son, Jerry, to Mr. and Mrs
gagement and forthcoming mar- Here is a rice recipe that you dough. Fold 1-2 of dough over other Huston of St. Louis, Mo., were
Mr. and Mrs. Q. Z. Smith and grand master, was guest.
Greetings
Louis White of 948 Kansas.
riage of their daughter to Rev.
2-inch bis- guests in the home of Mr. and family of Lepanto, Ark, were
/
Officers are: Bro. J. W. Stewart,
use with confidence and serve half. Cut with floured 11
Sept. 8,
Principal, teacher, fellow Wash- J. T. Dentham, pastor of New Al- can
curt cutter. Place on ungreased Mrs. J. W. West. Mrs. White is the week end visitors in the home of SGM; Bro. H. Cummings, SG sec.;
A daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and ingtonians, and readers welcome,len AME church. Miss Callian is with pride.
baking sheet. Bake in hot oven former Bessie West. Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Cora Stevens.. .
.• Sister Dora B. Henderson, SGM;
Mrs. William McNeil of 19 W. De- to another school year and to an-, a graduate of LeMoyne college CREAMED BEEF WITH HERB
(450 degree) 10 to 12 minutes. If White are former Forrest Citians.
Sister Annie Mae Pettis, SG sec.
Soto.
•
•
•
at
Classes
start
Church
School
other session of B.T.W. School kvhere she received her master's RICE
•••
into
cut
be
desired, bisucits may
onion
A daughter Helen to Mr. and Notes, Your Washington Tri-State 1
Christ
of
Monday.
Church
school
studied 1,1 cup finely chopped
she
summer
This
degree.
held
the
party
on
was
lawn
A
using
shapes,
I squares or diamond
The mission sisters of the beaubutter
tablespoons
Mrs. Arthur Franklin of 149 Defender is Markham "The Ole '
2
at the University of Wyoming on
spacious lawn of Mr. and Mrs. Forrest City, better known as Fa- tiful Zion MB church held its
Crump.
cups (5-0z) package minute knife instead of biscuit cutter.
Buddy" Stansbury.
a grant from the National Science 1-1-3
2 - inch J. B. Clark, with their daughters, ther King school operated by the meeting recently at the church at
1
Makes a'..out 2 dozen 2/
A son, Dennie, to Mr. and Mn. Note
rice
is a
Callian
foundation. Miss
Misses Iris and Gloria Anne Clark, Episcopal church of Arkansas, op- 420 S. 15th at. Mrs. Bessie Blair,
biscuits.
Elton Rubin of 737 Lipford.
water
ened its doers for 1958-59 session
have any .news: .club, biology instructor at this school. 1-L. cups
serving as hostesses.
of Chicago, was guest.
A son, Rodney, to Mr. and Mrs. If you
salt
teaspoon
2
1
/
1
Mon.. Sept. 8. Opening activities
Attention
etc., that you
agers
sports,
teen
number
of
A
room,
enjoyed
home
Decatur
Prayer was offered by Mrs.
353
of
Carter
John M.
sage
or
oregano
teaspoon
1-8
will
a
be
morning
prayer
service
games and dancing to their favorA daughter. Samela, to Mr. and would like to have printed please We are expecting to see you, 1-1-3 cups (5-0z) shredded dried
Blair, a former member, who was
by
Parks,
Rev.
Limuel
conducted
you may you, and you to, Friday night,
ite rock 'n roll tunes. The guests
Mrs. Dixie Gregory of 545 Crump contact me at school or
the guest of her daughter Mrs.
beef •
for the evening were Vester Ad- priest-in-charge of the mission. At
A son, William, to Mr. and Mrs contact me by phone at Jackson Sept. 19, at Washington Stadium 4 tablespoons butter
James Anner Minter, and her
all
this
time,
graduates,
students,
and
La'Neal
Luams,
Elizabeth
year.
the
for our first game of
William L. Simmons of 1310 Keat 5-9724.
cas, Elizibeth McCoy, Roberta Mc- and parents are invited to attend. granddaughter, Mrs. B. J. YarThe game, at 8 p. m. is between 2..'t cup flour
taubs
fog.
Principal E. E. Norman has an- brough, of 116 S. 13th at.
2 cups milk
Alister, Betty Jean Brown, Seth
A son, Kenneth, to Mr. and Mrs.! The fabulous Counts, voted Mem- the Washington Warriors a n d
Brown, Mary Elizabeth and Myles nounced the faculty members for
"Thunder 1-8 teaspoon pepper
Bertrand's
Illayfield White of 1947 Hubert.
phis' No. 1 Social Club, has start- Father
quartered.
2 hard • cooked eggs,
Jeffers, Brenda Dexon, Barbara the school year 1958-59. New teach. A daughter, Shelia, to Mr. and l ed the ball rolling with dances. A Bolts."
IF YOU
Flint, Melvin and Malvin Pitts, ers are Nancy Mae Jones, graduMrs. Myles Cox of 1304 N. Wat- big "Back to School Ball'' was NEXT WEEK: WASHINGTON'S Step I.
CAN
M. C. Bohannon, Hubert Woods, ate of Christ Church school and
tablespoons but2
in
onion
Saute
SCHEDULE.
FOOTBALL
kins.
night
given by them Wednesday
FIND A
Harold Pryor, Francis Robinson, junior at Philander Smith college,
ter in saucepan over medium heat
A son, Theodore, to Mr. and, at Currie's on Thomas at. T h e
BETTER
Betty Jean Johnson, James, Frank- will teach intermediate grades and
until onion is golden brown and
Mrs. Walter Richards of 31,I dance was a "farewell" dance in
BOURBON
ie Lee and Leroy Neal, Clarence commercial courses: M. P. Mor.
occasionally.
stirring
tender,
Flynn.
leavare
who
honor of the ^-ounts
Garret, Willie Herman and Clifford man, English-science; A. Gamble, ...BUY IT.
Step 2.
A daughter. Parita, to Mr. and g this month for college.
home economics, girl advisor;
Kirkland.
—
Add minute rice, water, salt and
Mrs. Willie Hines of 1070 Arnold in Some
of those present were:
•••
Rev. Lim Parks, chaplain and
just until all rice is
Mix
oregano.
Aron
Harris,
E
—
Woods,
Tenn.
James
KNOXVILLE,
Dardeen
Miss Mary Elizabeth Lofton, story hour; E. E. Norman, hath
Bring quickly to a
Juanita Bridges, Albert Yates, Derrick, of Knoxville, received the moistened.
and social science. The faculty is
heat. Cover and re-, Wedding bells sounded here re- daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Lofton
Marion Peagues, Bernice Smith, honorary decree of Past Grand boil over high
has left for Crossett, Ark., where here to serve the community.
heat. Let stand 13 cently for Miss Alberta CopleJames Lott, Gkenda Greer, Darmy Exalted Ruler at the recent Elks move from
she
will assume her duties as an
mun, of Henning, Tenn., Mrs. JesThe ministers who are attending
Baily, Edna Smith, L. Q. Wilkins, convention in Washington, D. C. minutes.
the National Baptist Convention in
sie Halliburton, of Ripley. Mr.
Derricks has been president o Step 3.
Field,
Thomas, King
Marva
dried beef in 4 tablespoons Thornton is stationed at Denver, ported to have made some im- Chicago, Ill., are Rev. R. B. Bland,
Clarnice Smith, Thomas Peagues, Tennessee Elks and Exalted Rul- Saute
THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
Rev. Sherman J. Jones, Rev, 0. D.
provement at this writing.
lightly browned. Add Colo.
Raffiatly Straight Bourbon Whiskey • 6 Yrs. Old
Charles Kitchelow, Janyth Smith, er of his local lodge for 14 years. butter until
and
A
Rev.
D.
Washington,
A.
Bell,
party
and
Gibson
was
given
here
Lee
Add
well.
Emma
recently
Mrs.
blend
pepper;
and
flour
takes Diapers off your hands
90 pleat YeAasinal Aga Inst. Co., frankfort, Ky4
Oscar Partee. Robert Owens and
milk gradually, stirring constantly. baby are visiting her mother-in- at the home of John Earl Arnold Rev. Crawford.
at a Delores Smith.
... off your mind, too
and a number of persons were
Mo.
Louis,
heat
St.
in
medium
law
over
stir
and
Cook
cost of only pennies a day!
The Counts are under the adCAN YOU USE
Mrs. Joe Anna Jarrett is here present. All enjoyed the delicious
until thickened. Then continue
!visorship of our own Charlie Tarp'
cooking 5 minutes; stir occasional- from St. Louis, Mo., visiting her refreshments which were served.
;ley.
Miss Connie Arnold is a guest in
sister, Miss Jennie Gladis.
MORE
ly.
i Marriage Announced
and Mrs. Perry Middlebrook, the home of Mr. and Mrs. David
Mr.
Va
4.
Step
Callian
FOR DETAILS
Mr. and Mrs. William
chil- Ball.
Add eggs and heat thoroughly. of Gates, Pa. and their two
sr.,- parents of Miss Gloria Jean
Others on the sick list this week
here to visit friends last
Arrange on latter. Garnish with dren were
and parsley. This week. Mrs. Middlebrook is toe for- are David and Ray Partee, and
wedges
apple
GROUND FLOOR
John E. Arnold. We wish them all
mer Miss Dorothy Ruth Lowery.
makes 4 servings.
STERICK BUILDING
Mrs. Pauline Cause is home aft- a speedy recovery.
• If dried beef seems too salty,
A special preaching service will
YVIORI FOLKS tiler 001,
er having spent a week in Nashrinse in hot water before using.
Gil
This is THAT time of the year when you can make a
ville with her daughter and son-in- be given at the Beach Grove BapSFR kriC
tist church on Sunday, Sept. 21,
Mrs. Lends Gammon
law, Mr. and Mrs. Scott.
wonderful buy on the Chevrolet of your choice.
truly
September 12, 1958
Funeral services were held at and the public is invited to attend.'
Come in today ... take a demonstration drive ... learn
the Mt. Zion Baptist in Halls
how much you con save if you take advantage of these
church on Tuesday Sept. 9, for the
father of Miss Rosie Ford.
wonderful clearance prices. Yoult be glad you did!
Elnora
Miss Wanda Brent and
Palmer entered Lane college as
freshmen last week. Both girls are
recent graduates of Lauderdale
High school.
Mrs. Farrie Simkins is in Peoria.
III. visiting her sister. She is expected to return home in a few
days.
Beach Grove STK
We extend our sympathy this
week to members of the family of
Mrs. Silver Lee Othel Arnold who FREE Pamphlet on Request
died here recently and was buried
on Tuesday of last week. Mrs.
Arnold is survived by her husband.
Albert. and three children
Wealey Ball was a recent guest Play Your Own Instrument I
In the home of Mr. Leroy Mays
and family.
FROM
Mrs. Daisy Arnold. who has
been on the sick list in this community for several weeks Is reFootball teams of Crittenden
county schools have announced
schedules for their games this season. The majority of the games
are played on a Friday night and
from the scouting reports there
will be good squads representing
Crittenden this year.
Coaches can do a lot toward
molding a group of fellows into
playing and winning combinations,
but the best plays and players put
together don't always turn out a
winning ball club. There's got to
be something else and that's what
you as fan and booster can provide.
It's up to the home town support
to give the player incentive to put
forth his best effort. Your presence
at the games will help provide
that incentive.
Support your ,home teams this
year by attending all their games.
•• •
The Wonder High school football "Lions," motored to Stuttgart,
Ark., to play their first game for
the season. They came home victorious as the final score read
Stuttgart 0, West Memphis, 25.
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LAUDERDALERIPLEY
County

Tennessean Receives
Elks Honorary Degree

NEWS

Sani-Care

DIAPER SERVICE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Call FA. 4-2625

UNION Chevrolet

CLEANS HOUSE

DO YOU KNOW THIS MAN?

ONCE EACH YEAR

JABLIN Drug Store

RENT TO BUY

1293 Vollentine, Cor. of Claybrooks

A FINE
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT

A. T. 'QUICK CASH" JONES

BAND STUDENTS

Loans Arranged

COLIE

50 TO 500
ON

SIGNATURE - AUTO - FURNITURE
No Waiting - No Red Tope - We Arrange Everything

HARLEM FINANCE CO.
IA 6-5088

317 BEALE

•

Your Prescription is not a child's job. It requires
skill and experience. Mr. Jablin is a graduate of U. T.
with 30 years experience. Call or have your doctor
call us for your prescription to be filled. We have a
complete line of insulins and Biologicals.

STOLTZ

TOOTH Music Company
ACHE IN 111 MADISON
Call BRoadway 2-3112 SECONDS Phone: JA. 1-6132
, ORA-JEL
Notary Public

NOW

LOOK AT WHAT YOU CAN
BUY AT REDUCED PRICES

* NEW 1958 CHEVROLETS!
* EXECUTIVE CARS!
* DEMONSTRATORS!
(Many Impalas Included)

Rock Bottom Prices
High, High Trades
If You ACT NOW!

UNION CHEVROLET CO.
1020 UNION

PHONE BR 8-7400

33 Years with Chevrolet
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Dr. Bryllion Fagin Joins
LeMoyne's English Staff

dorris
ickson
•

corne Wilmem.
Bapre reiffered
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Dr. N. Brylliun Fagin, author of f Robert J. Scrugga. assistant
Several books and professor of Eng- professor of chemistry, is a native
lish at Johns Ilopkins university of Memphis and a graduate of
kir 25 years. will be the visiting Booker T. Washington High school
professor of English at Le Moyne and LeMoyne college He -receivCollege this year.
ed the M. A. degree this year at
Jerry Johnson, who hails from Fisk university in Nashville, Tenn.
the state of North Carolina and
The college this year created
adaryland State college will head the positions of director of public
up the physical education depart- relations and alumni secretary.
ment and serve as basketball Filling these posts is Robert M.
coach. Consensus is that Johnson Ratcliffe, a native of Memphis
will whip together a fast shooting and a graduate of Le Moyne's first
cage team, one that will be a senior class In 1932. Mr. Ratcliffe
strong contender in the conference. resigned his position as managing
•
Other new faculty members in- editor of the Pittsburgh Courier to
elude:
accept the assignment at LeMiss Addie M. Golden, assistant Moyne.
librarian, who holds the B. S. from
All classes began at the college
Philander Smith college and the Monday morning of this week. StuB. L. S. from Atlanta university, dents will continue to register
She has worked at Rust College through Sept. 22.
and in the New York Public LiRegistration for 'freshmen, upbra ry.
perclassmen and evening students
John J. Cook, assistant professor was conducted last week.
of history, holds the B. S. in social
Freshmen were guests at a piescience from Georgia State college, nic Saturday afternoon at Fuller
the M. A. trom Ohio State univer- State park and another picnic was
sit' and has completed residence held on the csmpus Sunday for
requirements for the Ph. D. degree faculty-staff members and their
at Ohio State.
families.
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• To Hold Open House
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HUMBOLDT — Open house will
be held for the Gillispie Kindergarten school located at Second
and Vine streets here on Sunday
afternoon between 4:00 p.m. and
6:00 p.m., and parents of all children are scheduled to serve as
host and hostesses.
The school opened last week with
a large enrollment, but more children are expected to be enrolled.
The Gillispie kindergarten was
founded by citizens who were interested in having a safe, comfortable, and clean place for children
while their parents are at work;
to give the youngsters protection
while they play, and train them
in getting along with others, teach
them good manners, respect for
others, and start them off on the
right road to being good citizens
The children are not taught
those subjects 'which they learn
when they actually begin school, •
but are given lessons in colleen
tration, observation, and action.
NEED TOYS, FOOD
The open house is being given
to arouse the interest of the vim
munity in the school and its needs,
At present, in the food line, the
school needs, meats, canned goods,
vegetables, and shortening.
For the instruction line the young
children need toys, picture books,
paint sets.
The teachers are Mrs. Lillian
Jackson and Mrs. Doris Bryson
are the teachers, and Mrs. U. L.
Garrett and Mrs. Leroy Roberts
have consented to serve as parttime instructors.
THE COMMITTEE
open
The committee for the
house include Mrs. Lucia Sunningham and Mrs. E. Bond as cochairmen, and Mesdames Stigall,

•

Doris Jackson, Velva Pulliam, and
Julia Marsh. Those who would
like to make contributions may
contact them.
Persons who have agreed to act
as sponsors for children who are
financially unable to attend the
kindergarten are Mesdames Pearl
Sims and Marie Robinson, Mr. and
Mrs. George Cooper, Rev. at B.
Burnett, Miss Enid Sims, and Miss
Sarah Johnson.
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BASEBALL CHAMPS — Displaying their trophies for coming out on top of all the other
baseball teams in theillemphis
league, the two top teams pose

r 44.

just before taking off to play
the city champs of Nashville,
Tenn. On the left is the Num•
her One team, the Warriors.
They are: from left to right

kneeling, Chico Echols, Rocky
Jefferson, Leonard Draper,
Milton Kelly and Freddie Lockhart. Standing: Floyd Taylor,
Nat Wooden, Chas. Lomax,
Pete Payne, Bill Bolwkes, Ben

Read This To find Out How Civil
Rights Commission Can Help You

and James Nickelson.
Arnett Hurst, treasurer of the
league. On the right is the Letter Carriers, no. 2 team in the
league. They are: from left to
right kneeling: E. Woods. M.

Wade

Matthews,
Strickland, T.
Paige and W. Dillard. Second
R. Robinson, J. Lewis,
Mgr, Z. Pittman, Accepting
trophy and A. Hirsch. Third

ION'

row: L. Williams, T. KlIpate
rick, A. Johnson, M. Brows,
C Williams, 0. Branch, V.
Payne. L. Maxwell and X. S.
Bradshaw.

All WaitFor Other To Move
In Southern School Crisis

'What is the Commission on series of three articles. The first gather, appraise and report facts.
By AL KUETTNER
"We have nothing at all plan- dren being in school, financing priIts euties are spelled out in the
Civil Rights doing about these of these appears below,
United Press International
ned," Mrs. Margaret Jackson, vate schools that some state laws
citizen For the first time in history Act creating it, which provides
disturbed
hinge?"
a
president of the segregatiohist would substitute for integrated
might ask after reading or hear Congress has set up a commission, that:
Little Rock's four high schools Central High Mothers' League, public schools, and
government
tog of violations of civil rights re- in Washington, D. C., to study how
The Commission shall — "(1) were closed Monday in a showsaid.
"We're playing a waiting funds, Smith reported.
ported from distant parts of the the civil rights of American citi- Investigate allegations in writing down by the state government to
game."
An other developments was:
country.
zens guaranteed by the Constitu- under oath or affirmation that prevent them from being racially
Stephen C. Bransdorfer, spokes—A test of Florida's publis
The answer in some case is: tion are being protected nearly 100 certain citizens
United integrated.
of the
man
for
the
Justice
Department
in
school assignment law was expectEverthing that it can possibly do, years after adoption of the 14th States are being derived or their ' The NAACP said it's up to the
1
State attorneys battled to ov- ed shortly in Miami, the Miami
ri* other cases: Thera is nothing and 15th Amendments.
right to vote and have that vote federal government, which was In. erride integration orders affecting
News reporting that three Negro
That body is the new Constitu- counted by reason of their color, slating on the state obeying court
it can do.
eight schools in Norfolk a n d children probably would seek adThe answers do not always tion on Civil Rights, authorized by race, religion, or national origin: Integration orders, to get t h e
Charlottesville. Should they fail, mission to a white elementary
satisfy. But that is because all too the Civil Rights Act of 1957. The which writing under oat'n or at- schools re-opened.
the schools would automatically school this fall.
often the average citizen just does six commissioners and a staff di- firmation, shall set for the facts
One Virginia school also w a
close under law, administered by
not know what the Civil Rights rector were appointed by Pres- upon which such belief or beliefs closed and eight others in that the state school placement board.
Commission is, what it can do, and ident Eisenhower and confirmed are based.
state were likely to be shut down' In Washington, federal authortwhat it cannot do.
by the Senate earlier this year.
in similar defiance of U.S. court ties were reported counting heaviStudy and collect informa- orders.
(2)
enforcement'
The Tri-State Defender will at- It is not a law
ly on everyday human factors to
developments
concerning
tion
Atty. Gen. William P. Rogers
tempt to supply the answers to agency; it was give6 no police
constituting a denial of equal pro- will fly to President Eischhower's play a major part in moving the
Mississippi Vocational college
those and other questions about power and therefore can exercise
laws under the cons- vacation headquarters in New- South toward solution of its school opened its doors for the ninth
to tection of the
body
the Civil Rights Commission in a none. It is mainly a
integration
problems.
the
laws
(3)
appraise
WARTERS
,titution:
and
By JAMES C.
year last week, and the president
port, It. I., today to review t n e
UPI reporter Merriman Smith announced the
addition of 14 new
and policies of the Federal Gov- school sitation with the president.
GAINESVILLE, Fla. — (UPI)
quoted the authorities as saying members
to the school's faculty.
ernment with reaped to equal proThe NAACP did not try to send that the basic factor they see is
— The first Negro ever granted
The
new
teachers
and their detection of the laws under the Con- Negro children to Central High in the desire of most parents that
admission to an all-white Florida
stitution."
Little Rock Monday, It was one their children get a good educa- partments are Mrs. A. G. Isaae
school repotted today for enrolland Mrs. K. N. Jordan, English;
The Commission's authority to of the four city schools closed on tion.
mem in the University of Florida
Thomas Jordan and Charles Jones,
law school.
Investigate violations of voting orders of Gov. Oval E. Faubus, Little Rock, said, however, that
music; Charles L. King, Douglas
George H. Starke, a husky, well
rights may he used only when it acting under a new state law that there is no indication the governF. Lyles, and Mrs. M. H. Parker,
dressed Orlando Negro, was enIs claimed the denial is "by rea- gives him that authority.
ment will take any legal action in education; M. J. Preston, business
rolled under a federal court manson of color, race, religion, or WAITING GAME
the dispute "this morning."
education; Leroy Smith and Rob"There is no sense in the kids
natural origin."
"It's possible the schools will ert Hill, athletics; Henry S. Hill,
dategoing in," Clarence A. Laws, remain closed until after the elecStarke walked into a side enAlso, before it can investigate a
chimstry; Dr. Ernest King and F.
southwest field secretary of t h e tion, Gov. Fauhus said. Later on,
trance of the univertay law builddenial of voting rights it must
Preston, social science; and Billy
NAACP, said. "As far as I can de- he said, they may be opened "some
ing and sat down in the front row
receive a complaint "in writing unCook, art.
termine, like Gov. Faubus says, time not after Oct. 7 or between
of the auditorium where all studer oath or affirmation." No spethe next move is up to the federal now and then."
dents sstre gathered.
cial form of complaint Is requirgovernment."
There was no demonstration or
The government was expected
ed, as long as it sets forth t h e
disturbance other than that ereto ask a federal court to make it
facts upon which such belief or
ated by about 25 newsmen and
a direct party in a legal action
beliefs are based.
EXPERIVICLID MAN DAV) JOH Wanted.
Photographers crowding around
that so far has involved the NA- Light typing, can overate
mtmeotranD
The Commission has until Sept.
m•chInn and adding machine clan JA
ACP and the city school board.
the youth.
04307 or write DAV. /MI IL Wellington,
9, 1959, to complete its studies and
Hetold a UPI reporter he was
most
VAN BUREN, Ark. — Police City officials alerted police,
the Commission on Civil
make its reports to the President
MRS. V/VIAN BULLOCK,
"understandably nervous."
Chief Volt Russell reporting that of them now trained in the use QUICK CASH FOR YOUR NOM
Sr Mortise/0
Rights, Mrs. Bullock is secre- and to the Congress.
Washington, D. C. (left) dis"I would rather not say anyNote. Day, IL 7-2362 Nit., Ix. 7-3477
It" supported the anti integration of riot-busting equipment, in case
tary to staff director Gordon
cusses a matter with Mrs.
thing at this time until I know
These reports will be of great strikers at Van &men high school: tension blosomed into violence. But
M. Tiffany.
what my status will be," Starke Carol Renner Arth, Redlands,
WANTED
Importance, especially if as a re- "People landed on Plymouth the NAACP said it did not plan
4 Neat Aggressive and Ambi- said.
Ladies to sell longer.. in row horn.
Calif., executive secretary to
sult of the Commission's findings Rock; others had the Boston Tea any immediate effort to enter Ne- 225
town. For apploceion wr.te to.
tious Salesmen — High School
Most of the white students enand recommendations significant Party for what they thought was gro children in the four schools.
A & B SALES
Graduates. If You Are Inter- tered the law building by the front
changes in Federal laws and poli- right. The students were doing MAP ATTACK
P. 0. BOX 8200
piled in Unlimited Earnings entrance, but Starke suddenly apcies are made which will better nothing illegal and were picketing In Virginia, the NAACP mapped
CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS
With Rapid Advancement As peared on the campus and walked
an attack on the state school closprotect and secure civil rights.
in an orderly manner."
Branch Manager In Future Ex. in the side door. The white stuing law. But the state already has,
pansion Write For Interview. dents who did see him paid little
grabbed the initiative in pressing
Give Telephone Number — attention.
for a court test.
Write to: L. S. Rohter, P. O.
a
Starke nattily dressed in
State officials filed a suit in the
Box 1939, Memphis I, Tenues- white suit. Ivy league style, destate court of appeals Saturday,
clined to talk about his pre-law
see.
asking a ruling on the law's contraining or his qualifications.
stitutionality. The action apparentState officials meanwhile soteght
ly was designed to put the matter
to find a way to preserve the free
in a state rather than a federal
public school system without forccourt, in the lupe a final answer
ing segregationists to send their
why people like
dould either be delayed or kept out Them Is a r
children to mixed schools. If no
B. de business with us. Tara Be.,
of federal jurisdiction.
LONDON — (UPI) — Nine teen- nine youths, seven of them aged
wilt lik• our courteous treatment
solution is found, the state legisThe Warren County school board
IF YOU
age "Teddy
Boys" each
were 17, one 18 and one 20, deliberately ordered last week that the high and desire Be bale you.
lature may pass a law next April
CAN
"Open Thursday and Friday
closing the schools rather than
sentenced to four years in jail set out in the early hours of the school at Front Royal, Va. — the
FIND A
submit to integration.
Monday for savage attacks on five morning on what they told police only high school in the county—be
Nights Until 1100 P.M.
BETTER
Gov. Leroy Collins and school
colored men during what they call- was. a "Nigger-hunting expedi- closed until legal questions could
Saturdays 900 to 7 00
BOURBON
superintendent Thomas D. Bailey
ed "a Nigger hunting expedition." tion."
be settled.
. BUY IT!
said last year they would rather
The sentences imposed in fam- WEN— BY CAR
The artioh came after a federal
have integrated schools than no
ed "Old Bailey" court were by They went by car to the Notting appeals court judge refused to stay
schools at all when they helped
far the most severe yet handed Hill District and attacked Negroes the integration order of District
defeat a school shut-down bill.
down in connection with the ugly with "iron bars and other weap- Judge John Paul.
• 152 MADISON AVENUE
But another bill was passed to
race riots which erupted late last ons." All of the victims were takQuestions being raised include
THE MILDER BOURBON
allow the automatic closing of any
month in Londons tough Notting en to hospitals, but have since re- those of college entrance qualifi- Homo 0******si • Home Ornate
Stretshl Bourbon Wh,stsy • 6 So Old
school in Florida which troops are
covered.
nom* JA 5-7611
Hill district.
cations, teachers' pay, working
le 1,1.cAncient Age Dist. Co . Frenklort. By.
sent to enforce integration.
The court was told that the at- Justice Sir Cyril Salmon told the mothers who count on their chilmorning's
Old
tack by the nine Teddy boys Aug. youths at this
24 sparked the bottle-throwing Bailey trial:
"You nine men formed yourfany, staff director. Handbooks
GEORGE M. JOHNSON, dimrace riots which kept London in
are compiled by the staff and
The court was also told that the selves into a gang and set out on
tor of the Office of Laws, Plans
Lady)
(English
a cruel and vicious manhunt. You
furnished all members of the
an uproar for nearly a week.
and Research, and former
armed yourselves with iron bars
advisory committee being apdean of the Howard university
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
and other weapons
and
your
pointed in each state.
Law school, reviews a State
A GYPSY
quarry was any man, provided
M. Tilhandbook
with
Gordon
Mississippi
at
the
office
This is her new
there were not more than two of
State Line. MADAM BELL Is back after a
them together, whose skin haplong time of being away and at last she is
TOASTERS
LAMPS
pened to be a different color from
back to stay in her new home.
your own."
FANS
'
Hare
marriage?
Are you Dissatisfied with
"During the night you savagely
VACUUM CLEANERS
attacked five peaceful, law-abidRADIOS - PERCOLATORS ing citizens," the judge said.
Yon lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
"You knew nothing about them
whatever except that their skin
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
happened
to be of a color of which
will read life to you just as she would read an open hook.
apparently you did not approve . .
Tell you why your job or business is not a success. If you hare
"You are a minute and insignififailed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
population
cant section of the
•
•
State
Mississippi
over
just
Located on Highway 51 South.
who have brought shame upon the
blocks below
district in which you live and
Line, on the way to Hernando Her home is
ALSO—
have filled the whole nation with
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
THROW-AWAY BAGS FOR horror, indignation and disgust.
to look tor the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
"Everyone, irrespective of the
ALL TYPE CLEANERS
color of their skins, is entitled to
at all times iShe never had an office in West Memphis.)
walk through the streets in peace
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
4 4at:
with their heads erect and free
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
from fear. That is a right which
HAND SIGN.
these courts will always unfailingly uphold," Justice Salmon said.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
All nine youths peaded guilty to
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
the charges against them.
flours! a.m. to 9 p.m.
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
Old Bailey court also issued a
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
2268 Perk Ave.-FA. 34307 bench arrest warrant for two
0-39
to appear
don't make any home calls or sumer any letters. Be sure
One Peril.* other youth, who failed
(Hoop Nigher
to answer charges stemming
OIFIFTEL SPIEWINO COMPANY, INC. ILOWSVILLII, ORM:1•,.
The Tales Stollens Is Arrows th• Ktreet From Is
to look for the right sign and the right name.
from the race riots,
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nrolls At
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MVC Adds 14 New
Faculty Members
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Hampton Adds
Head Residents
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Delta Devils
Open Season
Against Alcorn
ETTA BEN.'., Miss. — the new
school year opened here, 60 candidates for the Delta Devils football
squad converged on the playing
field of the Mississippi Vocational
college and began competing for
gridiron roles this fall.
Opening day exercises were conducted by newly acquired coaches
Leroy Smith and Robert Hill, and
they were on the look - out for
players to replace the squard which
was almost depleted by last summer's graduation.
Acting Head Coach Smith is expected to gear his rebuilding proggram around ends Nelson Jackson
and Ostranda Lane. Others from,
last year's team who are expected'
to be of great service on the play.'
g field this year are tackles Walter Hollerman and Fred Smith;
guards Billy Johnson and James
Rogers; along with such backfield
returnees as Frank Hunter. Kenneth Hitts, and Eugene Bright.
The Delta Devils have been defending SCAD conference champions for the past two years, and
the green and white clad squad is
expected to continue the record
this season.
IF YOU
CAN
FIND A
BETTER
BOURBON
ally IT'

Aided
THE IANTER BOURBON
liassiess Straight swam
,.4 Yrs. Oil
le Pail•puear Age Dot. cs., Nom.re.

TEEN TOWN SCHOLARS —
During a recent Teen Town
program on Radio Station WDIA, a total of $825 in cash
scholarships were given to
members of the Teen Town
Singers. Shown holding checks
from the station, from I e ft.
are Miss Patricia Griffin, who
received $200 award for her
sister, Miss Barbara Griffin, a

Booker T. Washington High
school graduate, who will enter
Arkansas A M & N college;
Miss Delores Burton, of Manasses High school, who was
given a $150 grant to LeMoyne
college; Miss Juanita Blake,
of Manassas, who was given
$300 scholarship to Tennessee
A & I State university; Miss
Dorothy Kinnard, a Manassas
grad, who was given $150

scholarship to same school as
Miss Blake; and Miss Lillie P.
Bouland, of Douglass, who received $100 grant to attend
Henderson Business college.
N o t shown is Miss Bettye
Veasley, a Booker T. Washington graduate, who was given
$25 "Most Courveous" award.
She will enter (wen college in
the fall.

HA9fPTC;N. Va. — Miss Yvonnt
Hayling, of Tallahassee, Fla., moo
Miss Aurelia Chaney, of Praire
View, Texas, have been appoint
ed head residents with the rank
of instructor at Hampton institute,
Dr. Alonzo G. Moron, president
announced last week.
A gradpate of Florida A and M
university. Miss Hayling received
her master's degree in guidance
from New York university last
summer.
Miss Chaney, instructor of pay.
chology in the department of education at Prairie View A&I'd college for the past Fix years, received her bachelor's degree from
Howard university and her master of arts degree from New York
university.
The duties of a head resident
in a women's dormitories include
counseling and supervision of undergraduate women, as well as
teaching courses in vocational on
entation.

Neither a toothache, or any pain
in general is easy to "grin and
bear." These tension-filled days
there is no. need to suffer from a
toothache, even when the dentist
temporarily cannot be reached.
Pain sometimes strikes
you
while on a journey, or late at
CHICAGO, Ill. — A nation-wide with other organizations, including earnest about winning our
rights. night, but there is no need for
"get out the vote" drive was the NAACP, the National Council PLEDGE COOPERATION
you to suffer at those inconvenient
launched last week by the United of Negro Women, and churches ''We strongly urge all Negro hours. Keep
a tube of Ora-Jel hanBeauty School Owners and Teach- and organized labor to encourage women through their clubs and dy, and relief
can be yours in 20
ers association,
"citizenship responsibility" at all organizations to see to it that our seconds.
people are reistered to vote. We
Mrs. Marjorie Stewart Joyner, levels.
Pain sometimes strikes you
national supervisor of the organi- Last week Mrs. Joyner appeal- pledge our cooperation with all while on a journey,
or late at
zation, reported that all of the ed to Negro newspapers through- groups who are working towards night, but there is no
need for you
branches are registered, and the out the country to step up a cam- this common goal," Mrs. Joyner to suffer at those
inconvenient
membership actively working to paign of publicity highlighting the said.
hours. Keep a tube of Ora-Jel hanA clinic on voter registration dy, and
spur community interest in voting urgent necessity for increased votrelief can be yours in 20
will be featured at a series of seconds.
er registration.
registration.
regional meetings of the associaAt the annual convention, held A UNITED FRONT
Ora-Jel is safe and tasteless, and
tion, and the first of these is schedlast May, the association, with 4,- She
the relief brought on by its applicasaid, "It is vitally import- uled to be held in East
St. Louis, tion will last for a
000 members in 42 states, adopted ant that we as
remarkably long
Negroes must act 111., on Oct. 19. Another will
be periodiThe tube works as an
the slogan, "Your Ballot, Ticket now to
apshow a strong united front held in Chicago at the
Parkway
to Freedom."
plicator as well, and all one has
in view of the swift development Ballroom on Oct. 27,
and all of the to do is to apply
Working through its various unthe tube to the
of events both nationally and in. beauticians of the Windy
City are painful area.
its, the association is cooperating
ternationally in tile integration scheduled to be there.
While Ora-Jel numbs toothache
mm
With the cooperation of the Corn effectively and immediately, it is
"Negroes In America must be mittee on Political
Education of no substitute for regular visits to
proud of their identity with the the AFL-CIO, the
association plans the dentist, and consultation with
colored people of the world. It is to distribute literature on
registra- him in case of pain.
our rightful heritage to help tion and voting on
a non-partisan
Recommended
by "Parent's
America fight for the preservation basis.
Magazine," Ora-Jel is a popular
of democracy and the best way
Mrs. Joyner also said that the and effective alleviator
of baby's
we can contribute is by asserting association plans to
meet soon teething pains.
our rights through use of the bal- with the heads
of other groups to
It is a product that is a "must"
lot.
explore means of coordination all in every family
medicine cabinet
"Wherever a beautician has a efforts in the citizenship
responsi- and first-aid kits. It can be found
place of busines, this must be the bility campaign.
at all drugstores.
nucleus for information and education on registration and voting
Mrs. Joyner declared. "All of our
members will devote some of their
time and financial assistance to
the NAACP, because we believe
that the continuing fight for full
equality must come through united
support of the NAACP. Negro
newspapers can be the most effective instrument for convincing
the public that we are in dead
GULFPORT, Miss.
(UPI) — tempt is made in the state. There
Negro Minister Clennon King be- is no food or sleeping accommodagan a period of fasting and pray. tions in the church.
ing and said he wouldn't quit unKing called a meeting of his contil some Negro family tries to in- gregation Monday night and asktegrate
a
Mississippi
white ed them to refute a statement by
school.
Gulfport Mayor R. B. Meadows
King, wearing a tieless white that the city's Negroes are satisdress shirt and a green overcoat, fied with race relations. A resolusaid he would not leave his Afri- tion was passed to that effect but
can Methodist Episcopal church only a few Negroes would sign a
here until such an integration at- petition.

MRS. IDA BANKS

Seven employees of the union president Edward R. Kirk, lessorompany er; Mrs. Ida S. Banks, Miss Inez
Protective Assurance
have been with the company ever Williams, and Mrs. Rosa L. Wright.
since it was founded back in 1933,1 It was during the depression that
and on Spot. 21, will share in the the company was founded after a
silver anniversary ceremonies to series qf meetings at the Avery
be held at the Avery Chapel AME Chapel AME church and the home
church here.
of the late Col. T. H. Hayes, and
The seven senior members of the licensed to conduct insurance
Twigg,
organization are Lewis H.
business in the state of Tennespresident Dr. W. 0. Speight, medi- see.
vice,
Westbrook,
cal director 0. T.
The founder and first president
of the firm was H. David Whalum,
who lost his life in an automobile
accident in 1947. Mr. Twigg, who
had served the company as bookkeeper and assistant secretary treasurer was elected to the post,
and has served in that capacity
since then.
The company, which now has 175
employees on its payroll of more
than $500,000 annually, operates in
Missouri as well as Tennessee.

•

DR. W.0, SPE/GHT

•

Beauticians To Push
Vote Registration

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
LE

LEWIS H. TWIGG

Ora-Jel Kills
Pains Almost
Instantly

GO BY BUSI„„,„„„„„„„„„„.
E-

Union Protective Has
Seven Charter Workers

-

EDW %RD KIRK

MRS. ROSS WRIGHT

Show City Tax Income

MISS INEZ WILLIAMS

0.T. WESTBROOK

JAMES HEWITT is a budget
analyst for one of Cleveland's
largest utility companies. His
cigarette? Lucky Strike—the
brand of fine tobacco.Says Jim:
"Luckies' taste beats 'em all."

Preacher Fasts
For Integration

Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — City sales.
tax collections during July netted
Illinois n.unicipalities $3,917,425.67,
a report to Gov. William G. Stratton from the state Department of
Revenue reveals. The July collection represents the one-half
city sales tax on business transactions during June.

"1/51

.71

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.

TO AFRICA • Gwendolyn Benyard
of Doerun, Ga., will be one of the
featured performers with t h•
Florida A & M Playmakers who
will tour North, Central, East and
West Africa in the Fall. Tour is
under President
made
being
Eisenhower's Special International
Programs for cultural presentations.
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RICELAND
RICE
cooks
periect€4y

IF YOUR GOAL IS GOOD FURNITURE
FOR YOUR NOME —

•

every tune!
Saving,
NOT WISHING, CAN MAKE IT SO!

D FLUFFY
Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSED
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed Huffy! .
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RICELAND RICE

...cooks

-Priv

perfectly
everytime!

Get the genuine article

Whether you buy it one piece at a time, or a
whole suite, you'll find it's easier to get the
good furniture your good taste demands if you
save for the purchase beforehand. Systematic
saving makes gracious living easier to achieve.
Start your savings account next payday, with
us; and make deposits regularly every payday.

Get the
honest
taste of
a Lucky Strike

TRI-STATE BANK OF MEMPHIS
386

BEALE STREET

Memphis, T

All Accounts Insured lip To $10,000.00
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